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I. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE
This report and associated computer software applications
are submitted in fulfillment of the thesis requirements for
the degree of Master of Science, Aeronautical Engineering from
the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, CA. The thesis
text explains the fundamental theory and equations used in
writing a set of software applications which predict an
antenna's radiation parameters. Each application predicts the
radiation characteristics of a given type of antenna over a
planar surface which serves as a model of either earth or
seawater. The thesis requirement was generated by a request
from the Naval Maritime Intelligence Center (NAVMARINTCEN)
.
At the request of NAVMARINTCEN, Mathcad mathematical software,
DOS version 3.1, was used to write the applications. The
NAVMARINTCEN request was extensive enough to be tasked as two
separate thesis topics. This thesis fulfills the first half
of the NAVMARINTCEN requirements. Mathcad applications are
complete for the following types of antennas:
1. Vertical Monopole Antenna
2
.
Elevated Vertical Dipole Antenna
3 Elevated Horizontal Dipole Antenna
4. Arbitrarily Oriented Dipole Antenna
5 Inverted L Antenna
6. Long-Wire Antenna
7 Terminated Sloping V Antenna
8. Side -Loaded Vertical Half Rhombic Antenna
9. Terminated Sloping or Horizontal Rhombic Antenna
10. Sloping Double Rhomboid Antenna
11. Vertically Polarized Log- Periodic Dipole Array
12. Horizontally Polarized Log- Periodic Dipole Array
13. Horizontal Yagi-Uda Array
II. INTRODUCTION
New American Heritage Dictionary defines antenna as 'an
apparatus for sending and receiving electromagnetic waves'.
An electromagnetic wave is a time-varying, self -propagating,
interrelated combination of electric and magnetic fields.
Antennas radiate electromagnetic fields as a function of their
time -varying surface charge density and surface current
density distributions. There are many different types of
antennas, each with its own set of radiation characteristics
or radiation parameters. These radiation characteristics are
related to an antenna's radiated electromagnetic field
distribution, and they determine the useful applications for
a particular antenna design.
Current personal computers with high-speed processors can
quickly and accurately predict antenna radiation parameters
from electromagnetic theory. The Mathcad routines described
in this report predict an antenna's radiation parameters based
solely on its physical dimensions and electromagnetic theory.
Accurately predicted radiation characteristics provide
intelligence analysts with a reliable estimate of an antenna's
capabilities, limitations, and vulnerabilities . Chapters III
and IV are a review of applicable electromagnetic theory, and
the remaining chapters describe the calculations of the
associated Mathcad computer code, and are intended to be a
user's guide for the associated Mathcad applications.
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III. FUNDAMENTAL ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
A. MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS AND HELMHOLTZ ' S EQUATIONS
Maxwell' s equations are the basis for electromagnetic
field calculations. Their differential form is given by [Ref
1: pp. 321-325]
V X E = -\x^ (3.1a) V • E = -£ (3.1c)
dt e
V x H = J + e^r (3.1b) V-h=0 (3. id)
ot
Equation 3.1a is Faraday's Law, 3.1b is Ampere's Circuital
Law, 3.1c is Gauss's Law, and 3 . Id postulates the inexistence
of magnetic charge.
Maxwell's equations dictate the relationship between the
electric and magnetic field intensities (E and H) and the
charge/current density source distributions (p and J) (i.e.,
the antenna). Maxwell's equations are often applied in a
source- free, current -free region, and an e""1 time dependence
is assumed. The time -harmonic, free space Maxwell's equations
are [Ref 1: p. 340]
V X E = -ju\i H (3.2a) V-E=0 (3.2c)
V X H = j(oe E (3.2b) V-H=0 (3. 2d)
where
eQ =free space permit tivity=—^- • 1(T9 / Farads \
36tt; \ meter /
\i =free space permeability^ 4rc • 10"7 I Henrys \
\ meter )
Rather than solve Maxwell's equations directly, the
method of vector potentials is often used where the scalar
potential (V) and magnetic vector potential (A) can be
obtained from the nonhomogeneous Helmholtz equations
V2y + p2y= __£_ (33) V^A + P 2A = -n *7 (3.4)
e
o
where H=(l//i ) (V X A) [Ref 1: pp. 338-340] .
The solutions to Helmholtz *s equations are the retarded
scalar potential and the retarded vector potential . The value
of V and A at some distance (R) from the source depends on the
source's charge/current density at an earlier time (t-R/c)
,
where c=l/v^ji Q e is equal to the speed of light in free space.
The delay (R/c) is the time required for electromagnetic waves
to propagate through a distance, R, in free space from source
to observation point. The solutions to the nonhomogeneous
Helmholtz equations are [Ref 1: pp. 338-340]





l(«-itf *»-*'*-*' d^/ (3.6)4*V I R-R > I
where the wavenumber (/3) is oV^/i e in free space, R is the
observation vector, and R' is the source vector. The wave-
number is most often expressed as oj/c = 2tt/\, where X is the
wavelength. The Mathcad applications use the expression 2ir/\
to calculate /3.
The Mathcad applications described herein assume that the
antenna under analysis is radiating in free space above a
defined ground plane. The free space Maxwell's equations and
nonhomogeneous Helmholtz equations (using the free space
wavenumber) provide the theoretical basis for deriving the
equations for an antenna's radiated electromagnetic fields.
The radiated E and H fields can be calculated directly from
their source's charge and current densities using Maxwell's
equations. However, as previously mentioned, it is often
simpler to find the magnetic vector potential using
Helmholtz "s equations. Once the vector potential is
determined, the electric and magnetic fields are calculated
from H=(l//i ) (V X A) and E=(l/jwe ) (V X H) [Ref 1: pp. 338-
341] . Existing theoretical equations for the radiated
electric fields of many antenna types have been derived in
this manner. These equations are used in the Mathcad
applications to predict an antenna's radiated electric field
distribution. Other radiation parameters are then calculated
on the basis of the predicted electric field distribution.
B. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD REGIONS
The space surrounding an antenna is divided into three
regions: the reactive near- field, radiating near- field, and
far-field [Ref 2: pp. 22-24]. The reactive near-field
occupies the space immediately surrounding the antenna out to
a radius of about . 62 • (D3/M 'A , where X is the wavelength and
D is the maximum dimension of the antenna. Reactive
electromagnetic fields dominate in this region. The radiating
near- field occupies the space from the boundary of the
reactive field out to a radius of about 2-(D2/X). Radiation
fields dominate in this region, and radiation patterns are
often a function of both radial and angular coordinates. The
far- field region occupies all space outside the radiating
near- field which meets two additional far- field requirements:
27TR/X >> 1 and R > 5D. Radiation fields also dominate in the
far- field, but field components are primarily transverse, and
radiation patterns are normally a function of directional
variables only. The Mathcad antenna applications are valid
only in the far- field region of a given antenna.
C. RADIATION PATTERNS
A radiation pattern is a three-dimensional representation
of an antenna's radiated electromagnetic field distribution or
power distribution at a fixed distance from the antenna.
Because it is difficult to depict three-dimensional images,
the patterns are most often plotted in a defined vertical or
horizontal plane. The Mathcad antenna applications plot two-
dimensional radiation patterns in polar coordinates depicting
the far- field electric field distribution. Patterns are
plotted in the 0=0 and <p=n/2 vertical planes, and also in a
horizontal plane at an elevation angle set by an index from
the applicable 'Elevation Angle Index Table' (Table 3.1 or
3.2). Field magnitudes are normalized with respect to the
maximum radiated electric field intensity. The magnitude to
which each pattern is normalized is displayed below its plot.
TABLE 3.1
ELEVATION ANGLE NDEX TABLE FOR NON-ARRAY ANTENNAS
ELEVATION INDEX ELEVATION INDEX
0.285° 630 46° 470
2° 624 48° 463
4° 617 50° 456
6° 610 52° 449
8° 603 54° 442
10° 596 56° 435
12° 589 58° 428
14° 582 60° 421
16° 575 62° 414
18° 568 64° 407
20° 561 66° 400
22° 554 68° 393
24° 547 70° 386
26° 540 72° 379
28° 533 74° 372
30° 526 76° 365
32° 519 78° 358
34° 512 80° 351
36° 505 82° 344
38° 498 84° 337
40° 491 86° 330
42° 484 88° 323
44° 477 88.857° 316
TABLE 3.2
ELEVATION ANGLE INDEX TABLE
FOR LOG- PERIODIC AND YAGI-UDA ARRAYS
ELEVATION INDEX ELEVATION INDEX
0.57° 314 45.71° 235
2.28° 311 48.00° 231
4.57° 307 50.28° 227
6.86° 303 52.57° 223
9.14° 299 54.86° 219
11.43° 295 57.14° 215
13.71° 291 59.43° 211
16.00° 287 61.71° 207
18.28° 283 64.00° 203
20.57° 279 66.29° 199
22.86° 275 68.57° 195
25.14° 271 70.86° 191
27.43° 267 73.14° 187
29.71° 263 75.43° 183
32.00° 259 77.71° 179
34.29° 255 80.00° 175
36.57° 251 82.29° 171
38.86° 247 84.57° 167
41.14° 243 86.86° 163
43.43° 239 89 .14° 159
The Mathcad applications plot the far- field radiation
patterns for an antenna's space wave, surface wave, and total
radiated electric field. The space wave is comprised of the
electromagnetic waves which propagate directly from antenna to
the field point and electromagnetic waves reflected from the
surface below the antenna. The surface wave is composed of
electromagnetic waves ducted along the surface, much like
waveguide propagation. The total field is composed of the
space wave and surface wave combined.
Space wave patterns typically vary with directional
spherical coordinates, 6 and </> , but they are predominately
invariant with distance from the antenna. The surface wave
attenuates exponentially with distance, and far- field surface
wave patterns are a function of distance from the antenna.
Total field patterns are still predominately invariant with
distance, because the maximum surface wave intensity is
usually many orders of magnitude less than the maximum space
wave intensity. Even at distances which just meet far- field
requirements, the surface wave contribution to the total field
is barely significant for parameter values of interest.
D. POWER DENSITY, POYNTING VECTOR AND RADIATION RESISTANCE
The instantaneous real power flux density of an electro-
magnetic wave is called the Poynting vector ((P)
,
P(x.y.z) = EXH = $te{E(x,y, z) e*> c} X 9te{H(x,y, z) e^ c ) (3.7)
=
-^e{E X H*} + — &e{E X He 2jwt)
The time invariant term on the right hand side of equation 3.7
is the time average power flux density or average Poynting
vector. Far- field E and H fields are related by the simple
expression |E| = (1/%) • |H| , where r) =Vfi / e = 1207r is the
intrinsic impedance of free space. The average Poynting
vector solely in terms of the radiated electric field






The total power flux density is composed of both the
Poynting vector and the imaginary part of M* (E X H*) which
represents the reactive power of the radiated electromagnetic
fields. Far- field power flux density is predominately real
and is approximately equal to the average Poynting vector. An
antenna's total average radiated power is calculated by
integrating the poynting vector over a Gaussian surface which
surrounds the antenna in the far-field [Ref 1: pp. 382-386].
^rad = Pavg = js *W dS = \f*4P XH*)- dS (3.9)
The Mathcad applications use equations 3.8 and 3.9 for power
calculations by integrating over the hemisphere which encloses
the antenna with the ground plane as the lower boundary.
Radiation resistance relates an antenna's total average
radiated power to its peak input current. If a DC current
equal to the rms input current were applied to a resistance
equal to the radiation resistance, the dissipated power would
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equal the antenna's total average radiated power [Ref 3: pp.
47-48] . For the Mathcad antenna applications, the radiation
resistance is defined in terms of the total average radiated
power and input current by




A sinusoidal input current (or voltage response across the
input terminals for Yagi-Uda Arrays) with a maximum of unity
is assumed in the Mathcad applications.
E. DIRECTIONAL GAIN, DIRECTIVITY AND POWER GAIN
An isotropic radiator is a hypothetical antenna which
radiates electromagnetic energy equally in all directions.
Its radiation pattern in any plane passing through the source
is a circle. All real antennas are directional radiators
which radiate or receive electromagnetic energy more
effectively in some directions compared to others. Some
antennas radiate an omnidirectional pattern which is
directional in elevation, but non-directional in azimuth.
Directive gain (D
g
) is the ratio of an antenna's Poynting
vector in a given direction, divided by the power flux density
of an isotropic source with equal total average radiated
power. Directivity (D ) is the maximum value of the directive
gain, and it is the primary measure of an antenna's
directional properties. The power flux density of an
isotropic radiator is equal to the total average radiated
power divided by the surface area of a sphere at a given
11
distance from the antenna (47rR2 ) . The expression for
directive gain is [Ref 2: pp. 29-31]
j^e.fl£%*& «»«>p <»'»> (3.ii)
~iso "rad
The Mathcad applications calculate only directivity using
Dq
_
^(emax/<t)max ) _ 4 TCjR 2 p(emax ,d)max ) {3i2)
iso ^rad
Power gain accounts for an antenna's radiation efficiency
in addition to its directional properties. Power gain (Gd ) is
defined as 47rR2 times the ratio of the Poynting vector
magnitude in a given direction to the total input power to the
antenna. Total input power includes losses due to ohmic power
dissipation and impedance mismatches between transmission line
and antenna. The ratio of total average radiated power to the
total input power is the radiation efficiency, p eff . The
relationship between power gain, directive gain, and radiation
efficiency is given by [Ref 2: pp. 42-45]
Peff=^ (3.13)
Gd (Q,b)=p effDg (e,4>) (3.14)
G =G
dtax
(e,4>)=p effDgmax (Q,4>)=p effD (3.15)
Since radiation efficiency and power gain account for
ohmic losses and impedance mismatches, these parameters are
difficult to predict based on antenna dimensions alone. For
these reasons, the Mathcad applications do not predict power
12
gain and radiation efficiency. Gain calculations are limited
to directivity since it depends only on total average radiated
power and the radiated electromagnetic field distribution.
The maximum Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) is also
calculated from EIRP=Prad -D [Ref 3: p. 62].
F. HALF -POWER BEAMWIDTH
Radiation lobes are portions of the radiation pattern
where a local maximum field intensity is bounded on either
side by relative minimum intensities. The major lobe, or
main beam, is the lobe in the direction of maximum radiated
power flux density. Split beam antennas have more than one
main beam. A minor lobe is any lobe except the main beam.
Beamwidth refers to the half -power beamwidth of an antenna's
main beam (or beams) , and it can be measured in the vertical
or horizontal. For antennas with a defined beamwidth, the
power intensity drops off on either side of the point of
maximum radiated average power density until it is one half of
the maximum value. The angle between the radials which
intersect the half power points is defined as the half -power
beamwidth. Main beams are not necessarily symmetrical since
the radial which intersects the point of maximum power density
does not necessarily bisect the half -power radials.
The Mathcad applications do not calculate half -power
beamwidth directly, but radiation patterns provide a good
estimate. Since the radiation patterns depict the electric
field distribution normalized to unity, a magnitude of
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approximately 0.7 represents the half power-points of the
pattern. If two radials are drawn from the origin through the
half -power points, the angle subtended by the two radials is
the antenna's half -power beamwidth.
6. POLARIZATION AND BANDWIDTH
Polarization describes the time varying properties of an
antenna's radiated electric field at a set spatial coordinate
as electromagnetic waves propagate outward from the antenna.
Signals are usually transmitted with linear, elliptical, or
circular polarization. Linear polarization is where the field
vector at the spatial coordinate is directed along a fixed
linear path. An elliptically polarized signal is one in which
the tip of the electric field vector traces an ellipse around
the fixed coordinate as the wave propagates outward. Circular
polarization is a special case of elliptical polarization
where the magnitude of the electric field remains constant as
it rotates about the spatial coordinate. Clockwise rotation
of the electric field vector is right-hand polarization, and
counter-clockwise rotation is left-hand polarization. The
Mathcad applications do not quantitatively predict the
polarization at a selected spatial coordinate because of the
computational intensity of such a calculation. Only the
predominant type of polarization expected is addressed briefly
in the introductory remarks of each application.
The bandwidth of an antenna is the range of frequencies
over which its radiation characteristics meet or exceed a
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specified acceptable performance standard. Because radiation
characteristics of dissimilar antennas vary differently with
frequency, there are no set rules or guidelines which define
bandwidth for all antennas in general. Bandwidth standards
vary depending on antenna design and intended application.
Therefore, the Mathcad applications do not predict operational
bandwidth. Instead, multiple frequencies can be input for a
given configuration to determine the bandwidth for whatever
standards are used to define acceptable performance.
H. EFFECTIVE LENGTH AND EFFECTIVE AREA
The effective area, or effective aperture, gives the
power delivered to the antenna load when multiplied by the
incident average power flux density. It is defined by [Ref 2:
pp 59-63]
Prec=AeffVinc (3.16)
The maximum effective area is related to directivity for all
antennas by [Ref 4: pp. 46-47]
4~-4# (3 ' 17)
This is a theoretical maximum effective area since directivity
does not account for radiation efficiency. Like directive
gain and power gain, actual effective area and theoretical
effective area are related by radiation efficiency
A^=%" =PefAax (3 ' 18)
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The maximum theoretical effective area is a good approximation
of actual effective area for frequencies within the bandwidth
of a well designed antenna with a high radiation efficiency.
Effective length is defined as the ratio of the voltage
induced across the antenna terminals by the incident electric
field and is given by [Ref 4: pp. 40-42]
-Lff=-rJr^T (3.19)\Elnc\






Substituting equation 3.17 into equation 3.20, we get the
maximum theoretical effective length in terms of wavelength,









Finally, the actual effective length is related to the
theoretical effective length by
Wp«^ (3 - 22)
Effective area and effective length are actually a
function of directional coordinates with respect to the
source. The equations given here are for maximum values of
effective area and effective length along the radial of
16
maximum directive gain (directivity) . While effective area is
a parameter more generally applied to all antennas, the
Mathcad applications use equations 3.17 and 3.21 to calculate
both a theoretical maximum effective area and effective
length. If an antenna's radiation efficiency for a given
frequency is known, the actual effective area and length can
be calculated by multiplying the theoretical values by the
radiation efficiency.
The next chapter on the dipole antenna explains in detail
the derivation of the radiated electric field equations for a
vertical dipole antenna. The elevated vertical dipole Mathcad
application uses this equation to obtain the electric field
distribution and total average radiated power (P
rad ) based on
an assumed sinusoidal current distribution on the antenna with
a maximum of unity. Total average radiated power is then used
to predict the radiation parameters discussed in the preceding
paragraphs. In follow- on chapters, only the final electric
field equations are presented because the derivation is
similar for all types of antennas. They are primarily summary
chapters which describe the calculations of each individual
application, but any new or important concepts not presented
in previous chapters will be discussed as required.
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IV. THE VERTICAL DIPOLE ANTENNA
A. THE ELEMENTAL DIPOLE
The current element, or elemental dipole, is the
building block for calculating antenna radiation parameters.
The elemental dipole is a hypothetical differential length
thin-wire antenna with a sinusoidally oscillating surface
current. The antenna length (1) is many orders of magnitude
smaller than the wavelength (X) , so the instantaneous current
is considered uniform over the length of the dipole. Figure
4.1 depicts the elemental dipole oriented along the z axis in









\ \ / y
V X
FIGURE 4.1: Elemental dipole spatial orientation
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The surface current is given by
i ( t) =I cos ( wt) =Bte{Ie jwt} (4.1)
and the magnetic vector potential, A, is found from equation
3.6 to be
471 [ R4tzJc' R
(4.2)
Primed coordinates refer to source points, R is the distance
from the origin to the field point, ft=(j9/(i e is the free space
wavenumber, and the magnitude of the current density (J) is
given by I [Ref 2: pp. 100-102] . The magnetic vector
potential in spherical coordinates is












The magnetic field intensity, H, is found from
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At far- field distances, the only significant components are
the first terms inside the parenthesis on the right hand side
of equations 4.5 and 4.7b. The far- field E and H fields are
functions of a single angular coordinate (6) for a vertically
orientated element [Ref 1: pp. 602-607].
Retaining only those terms that vary as l/R, we get the











Note that the far- field relationship |H|=t; |e| holds true for
the elemental dipole's radiated fields in the far- field
region.
The elemental dipole's radiated average Poynting vector
(power density) is [Ref 1: 607-612]
20




The Poynting vector integrated over a Gaussian surface in the






% (* [sin2 (6) ] sin (6) d8d4> (4.11)








rad 3 32k 2 ^ oP 12tt ^ oP
The directive gain and directivity are found from the
power density and total radiated power as
£> <e, <!>)=








(Q,Q)=Dl^,4\=1.5 or 10 log 10 1.5=1.76 dB (4.13)
Radiation resistance is found directly from P
rad and equation
2.10 as [Ref 1: pp. 607-612].
Prad 2
Rrad







B. THE ELECTRICALLY SHORT DIPOLE
The derivation of the electric field for ah electrically-
short dipole is the next step in deriving the field equations
for a practical finite length dipole. The electrically short
dipole is a center fed thin-wire antenna oriented as in Figure
4.1 with length greater than 0.02X, but less than 0.10X. The
current distribution is estimated as triangular where
Hx'.y'.z') = I(z')t\ -






where Im is the current maximum at the center feed.
The dotted line in Figure
4.2 is a more exact
representation of the
actual current distri-
bution, but the triangular
estimate is a reasonable
approximation for short
FIGURE 4.2: Current distribution dipoles.
for an electrically short dipole.
The electrically
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Because dipole length is small in comparison to the far- field
distance, R is considered constant throughout the integration
over the length of the dipole. Note that the magnitude of the
magnetic vector potential for the electrically short dipole is
half that of the elemental dipole for the same current input.
The equations for the radiated electromagnetic fields are
derived in the same way as for the elemental dipole, and the
final expressions for the electric and magnetic field
distributions of the electrically short dipole are given by
6 J Je-jPi?






Directive gain and directivity for the electrically short
dipole are the same as those of the elemental dipole. The
magnitudes of the radiated power density, total radiated
power, and radiation resistance for the short dipole are given
by [Ref 2: pp. 109-112]









C. THE FINITE LENGTH DIPOLE
Finite length dipoles are center fed thin : wire antennas
with negligible diameter (diameter << X and radius << length)
.
Dipoles with a length greater than 0.10X can no longer use the
assumption of triangular current distribution with acceptable
accuracy. The finite length dipole must account for the
sinusoidal current variation along the length of the antenna.
The sinusoidal surface current distribution for a finite
length dipole oriented as depicted in Figure 4.1 is
Ikx'.y'.z') = I(z')t\ =
a,J sin[P(A-zO], 0-sz^-l
a,J sin[P(A+zO], ~\^ z'^
(4.23
where IQ is the peak current input and h=—
Considering the finite length dipole as an aggregate of
elemental dipoles, we get the expression for the electric far-
field from equation 4.7b as [Ref 2: pp. 118-120]
, 1oPE
e =[ \dEQ =j^- sin (Q) \f I^x'.y'.z^e-^dz 1J-- 4nR \J
-h
(4.24)
For purposes of the radiated electric field's phase
angle, the radial field distance (R) cannot be considered
constant while integrating over the length of the dipole. The
variable r (which stands for |R-R'|) in the exponential
(phase) term is approximated as [R-z ' cos (0) ] , where R is the
distance from the origin to the field point, and z' is the












[Ref 2: pp. 112-114]. The
approximation is depicted
in Figure 4.3, and is
accurate in the far- field
for r > 21 2A For
purposes of calculating
electric field magnitude,
FIGURE 4.3: Phase approximation the variation of r over
for distance variable, r.
the length of the dipole
is negligible, and the distance from the origin to the field
point (spherical coordinate R) is used in the denominator of
equation 4.24. Substituting equation 4.23 for I(x',y',z')
into equation 4.24 and [R-z'cos ((?) ] for r in the exponential
term of equation 4.24 and integrating, we get
TloP e
-J$R
EQ=j^hrl sinCejfrJoSintPCii+z 7)]©^^'003 * 6'^ 7 (4.25)
+ f
h




[f° J sin[P (h+z^fcos [pz /cos(0) ] +jsin [pz'cos (0) )]dz /
+ Pj sin[p {h-z')\cos [pz'cos (0) ] +jsin [Pz'cos (0) }]dz'
J
Since the current distribution is an even function, the
odd term of j • sin (/? • z ' • cos (6) ) integrates to zero over the
interval from -h to h. Since the cos (#• z ' • cos {$) ) term is




2nR sin(6) f *sin[p {h-z')}cos [pz'cos (0) ] dz
1 (4.26)
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After integrating, the final expressions for radiated electric
and magnetic field distributions of a finite vertical dipole
are given by [Ref 2: pp. 118-120]
_
T) J e-J'P* r CosrPAcos(e)l - cos(Pn)
sin(8)2kR
_
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• / Q \2izR sin(6)
(4.27)
(4.28)
The coefficient outside the brackets is called the element
factor, and the expression inside the brackets is the space
factor.
The electric field radiation pattern is a function of
elevation (6) and wavelength (X) . For a fixed wavelength, the
radiation pattern for any vertical plane through the antenna
axis is obtained by plotting the magnitude of equation 4.27 in
polar coordinates as 6 varies from zero to 2ir . The pattern is
normalized by multiplying the electric field magnitude by a
factor such that the maximum result is one. Since electric
field distribution is independent of
<f>, the pattern for -7r<;0sO
is symmetrical with that for Os0«;7r. Figure 4.4 depicts the
normalized radiation patterns of four finite dipoles with
successive lengths of A/4, A/2, 3 A/4, and A. These lengths
simplify calculation of the electric field patterns since j8h
is it/ 4, 7r/2, 37r/4, and it for each successive dipole. If
dipole length is greater than one wave-length, the patterns
26
become more complex and the
number of lobes increases.
The radiated power
density and total radiated
power are found just as
they were for the elemental
dipole and the electrically
short dipole. The final
expressions for radiated
power density and total
FIGURE 4.4: Vertical plane
patterns for dipoles of length radiated power are [Ref 2:
l=X/4 , l =X/2 ,
l=3\/4 -
,
and 1=X pp . 120-124]
avg 2
^ t
Stz 2R 2 [ sm(0)
(4.29)
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The Mathcad applications evaluate equation 4.30 to obtain
total radiated power for a sinusoidal input current with a
maximum of unity. An expression for radiation resistance is
also derived by Balanis [Ref 2: p. 124] . However, the Mathcad
applications calculate radiation resistance from total average
radiated power and equation 2.10.
When the dipole is elevated above the origin along the z
axis, an additional phase shift term of exp [- j0Hocos {6) } must
27
be included in equations 4.27 and 4.28, where H is the
elevation of the feed at the center of the dipole; hence,
« T o
"J'P [*-#c>cos (6) ]
2%R
cos[pi3cos (6)] - cos(pi3)
sin(0)







D. GROUND PLANE EFFECTS ON THE RADIATED SPACE WAVE
The electric field equations derived in Chapters 3A-3C
are free space equations which do not consider the presence of
a ground plane. Since antenna orientation is described with
respect to the ground plane, orientation descriptions are not
really valid until a ground plane is introduced. The free
space electric field distribution for a dipole oriented along
the x axis or y axis is identical to the distribution for the
same dipole along the z axis. The radiation pattern is
displaced to correspond to the new position of the dipole, but
the radiated electric field distribution relative to the
antenna is unaffected.
The free space electric field equations no longer provide
an accurate description of an antenna's radiated electric
field distribution above a ground plane. The free space
equations only provide the direct wave component of the space
wave which propagates directly from the antenna to the field
points above ground (-tt/2 < 6 < it/2) . They are not valid for
|0| > 7r/2 (points below the ground plane).
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A complete description of the space wave above a ground
plane must include the reflected wave component. The
reflected component consists of electromagnetic waves radiated
at elevation angles corresponding to |0| > it/2 in the free
space equations. These waves strike the ground plane and are
absorbed, partially reflected, or completely reflected before
reaching a field point above the ground plane. The total
space wave is obtained by adding the direct wave and reflected
wave components for field points defined by -tt/2 < 6 < it/2 .
The distribution of the reflected waves vary relative to the
antenna as its spatial orientation changes, so the electric
field distribution (radiation pattern) is also affected when
the antenna is repositioned with respect to the ground.
The reflected wave component is determined using
reflection coefficients and image theory. Reflection
coefficients determine how much of an incident electric field
is reflected by a given ground plane, and they are a function
of 6 and the complex index of refraction. The complex index
of refraction (n) in terms of frequency, conductivity (a)
,
and
relative dielectric constant (e
r











The vertical reflection coefficient (rv )
r =
_
n 2cos (6 r ) - v/22
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-sin2 (0r )






is used to find the reflected wave contribution to the 6
component of the space wave. The horizontal reflection
coefficient (rh )
r^_





is used to find the reflected wave contribution to the #
component of the space wave [Ref 5: pp. 629-633].
Antenna image theory accounts for phase differences
between the direct and reflected wave components. Phase
differences are caused by the different distances travelled by
the two components to a given field point. The image is a
'mirror image' located below the ground plane at a distance
equal to the antenna height above ground. The distance from
the image to a given field point is the distance travelled by
the reflected wave to that field point. This distance is
approximated by R+Hocos(0), similar in derivation to the
approximation illustrated in Figure 4.4 for the direct wave
distance of R-Hocos(0). The distances travelled by the two
components differ by 2Hocos(0) , but the direct wave expression
already includes the term exp [+j/3H cos (6) ] , so the reflected
wave expression includes the term exp [- j0Hocos (0) ] to account
for any resulting phase differences.
In equations 4.34 and 4.35, the variable 6
T
is the angle
between the z axis and the radial from antenna image to field
point. If the height of the antenna is small in comparison to
the far- field distance, 6
r
is approximated as 6 (the angle
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between the z axis and the radial from origin to field point) .
The Mathcad applications use this approximation to find the
reflection coefficients for 632 discrete values of 6 (316 for
the array applications) in the interval -ir/2 < < tt/2 at a
specified distance (R) from the antenna.
The direct wave component of the space wave is calculated
for discrete values of 6 with the free space electric field
equation and the phase terms derived from the antenna height.
The reflected wave components are then calculated for each 6
by multiplying the direct wave components by their
corresponding reflection coefficients and applicable phase
terms . The reflected wave components are then added to the
direct wave components to obtain the total radiated space wave
at each 6. The discrete results for the space wave are
normalized with respect to the value with maximum magnitude,
and the space wave radiation pattern is depicted by plotting
the normalized field magnitudes for -7r/2 < 6 < tt/2 .
The Mathcad applications plot radiation patterns assuming
a planar surface below the antenna. The planar earth model
provides accurate results for (1) antenna heights within
several wavelengths of the surface and (2) wavelengths much
smaller than the radius of the earth. The antennas addressed
in this report are usually mounted well within several
wavelengths of the ground, so the planar assumption in not a
problem for the majority of calculations. If a configuration
is encountered where the antenna is more than four or five
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wavelengths above the ground, the Mathcad applications still
provide a fair estimate of the radiation parameters. However,
if highly accurate results are required, a computer program
which accounts for the curvature of the earth should be used.
The final expression for the radiated space wave of a
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This is the equation used in the Elevated Vertical Dipole
application to calculate the space wave radiation pattern and
radiated electric field distribution.
E. THE SURFACE WAVE
The radiated electric field of an antenna above a ground
plane includes a surface wave component in addition to the
space wave. The surface wave radiation pattern is a function
of the distance from the antenna and the relative dielectric
constant and conductivity of the ground plane. Since the
surface wave attenuates exponentially with increasing range,
the surface wave radiation pattern varies with distance from
the antenna. While the space wave can be calculated at
different distances from the antenna, its radiation pattern is
predominately invariant with distance from the antenna.
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Equations for the radiated electric fields of a vertical
antenna above planar earth were derived by Sommerfeld in 1909
[Ref 7] , but the final form of these equations is complicated
and difficult to evaluate. Norton simplified these equations
to a form suitable for engineering applications [Ref 8]
.
Norton's expression for the surface wave of an elemental











u Jl-u 2sin2 (Q)
Its derivation is not explained here, but references 6 and 7
give a detailed derivation. In equation 4.37, R is distance
to the field point, f and k are unit vectors perpendicular and
parallel to the antenna axis respectively, u is the inverse of
the complex index of refraction (n)
,
and F is the surface wave
attenuation factor. The function F introduces a surface wave
attenuation dependent upon distance, frequency, and the
properties of the earth over which the wave is travelling.
The attenuation factor is given by [Ref 5: pp. 644-651]
Fe=l-jy/WFee-p< [erfc(jjp-e )}
p _ -7pi?u
2 [l-u 2sin2 (6)] 1+- cos(0)
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is the complex numerical distance for vertical
polarization and the erfc term is the complementary error
function defined by
erfcij
JtZ J 3^ Jy/P~e
e x dx (4.4i:
Mathcad is incapable of evaluating the complementary error
function for complex numbers, so an asymptotic expansion and
infinite series approximation [Ref 9] was written into the
Mathcad code to evaluate the erfc terms.
When the magnitude of j *Vt7 is less than 2.18, the
Mathcad applications use
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n n^i n
2 +4x 2
fn (x,y) + j gn {x,y) +e(x,y)
(4.42)
where
fn {x, y) =2x-2x cosh {ny) cos (2xy) +n sinh {ny) sin (2xy)
gn {x, y) =2x cosh {ny) sin (2xy) +n sinh(iiy) cos (2xy)
|e(x,y)
|
* 10" 16 \erf{x+jy)
\
an infinite series approximation which evaluates erf(jv/p"7),
where 'erf is the standard error function. [Ref 9 p. 299]
.
The solution to erfc(jV^7) is then found by
erfc(x+jy) =l-erf(x+jy) (4.43)
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When the magnitude of j -Vp"" is greater than 2.18, the
Mathcad code uses
Jnze z2 erfc(z) «1+V (-l) m 1
'3 '5 ' (2m-l) (4.44)
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[Ref 9 p. 298] . Either of these solutions can be substituted
directly into equation 4.38 to find the surface wave
attenuation factor.
A magnitude of 2.18 is used as the transition point in the
Mathcad applications because it provides the smoothest
transition in both magnitude and phase between the series
approximation and asymptotic expansion results.
For antennas which radiate an electric field with a <p
component, the surface wave attenuation factor for horizontal
polarization (Fm ) must be found using
Fm=l-jf£p-me-p»erfc(jJTm ) (4.45)
and ^=
-JP (*+g,cos (6) ) [cqs +^
2 + .sin2 ]2 (4>46)
2sinz (6r ) L J
where Pm is the complex numerical distance for horizontal
polarization. The variable 6
r
in equations 4.4 and 4.46 for
P
e
and Pm , respectively is approximated as 6 (just as it was
for the reflection coefficients in equations 4.34 and 4.35).
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The numerical distances (P
e
and Pm ) and the surface wave
attenuation factors (F
e
and Fm ) are evaluated for O°<;0<;9O O to
determine surface wave radiation patterns. Their value is of
most interest, however, directly at the surface (0=90°) where
the magnitude of F is called the ground wave attenuation
factor. Numerical distance is proportional to distance from
the antenna and the square of the frequency, while it is
approximately inversely proportional to ground conductivity.
When the magnitude of the numerical distance is less than
about 4.5, empirical formulas show that the ground wave
attenuation factor varies exponentially with numerical
distance. For numerical distance magnitudes greater than 4.5,
empirical formulas show that the ground wave attenuation
factor is inversely proportional to the numerical distance.
Numerical distance magnitudes are typically much greater than
4.5 in the far- field. This implies that the ground wave
(6=90°) field strength varies inversely with the square of the
distance from the antenna since numerical distance is directly
proportional to distance from the antenna and equation 4.37
shows an explicit 1/R dependence in addition to the
attenuation factor.
The Mathcad applications determine the complex numerical
distances for the same discrete values of 6 described in
Chapter 4.D. After determining the complementary error
function for each numerical distance result, the surface wave
attenuation factor is calculated for each discrete 6. The
36
surface wave is evaluated for each 6 using the equations for
the electric field distribution, and the discrete results of
the surface wave are normalized with respect to the value with
maximum magnitude. The surface wave pattern is depicted by-
plotting the normalized magnitudes for -it/2 < 6 < 7r/2. The
numerical distances (P
e
and Pm ) at the surface (0=90°) are also
listed with the predicted radiation parameters.
With all of the terms defined, equation 4.37 is
integrated over the length of a generic finite length vertical
dipole to obtain the radiated surface wave distribution of an











The total radiated far- field electric field distribution
of an elevated vertical dipole above a planar earth can now be







cos [pA COS (6)] -cos(pi2)
sin(6)
(4.48)
1+p e -i2pH cos(6) + ^ 1 _p v F e -j2PH COS(6) :in2(e>-J^i^^Lcos(e)
n-
The first two terms inside the brackets represent the space
wave and the third term represents the surface wave.
Chapter IV has defined the necessary terms and provided
a detailed derivation of the total electric field distribution
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for an elevated vertical dipole antenna. The result is a
radiated electric field distribution with a 6 component only.
Most antenna types radiate an electric field with both 6 and
components. While a detailed derivation of an electric
field <p component was not presented here, the necessary
horizontal polarization terms associated with deriving
components were discussed. When these horizontal terms are
substituted for their vertical counterparts, the method used
to derive the electric field equation for the component of
a radiated space wave or surface wave is identical to that
used in deriving the 6 component for the elevated vertical
dipole
.
The remaining chapters of this thesis explain the antenna
configuration and the calculations of each individual Mathcad
application. Only the final expressions for the radiated far-
field electric field distributions are provided since the
derivation of each follows the same procedure as explained in
this chapter. There is a lot of text repetition among the
remaining chapters because each is written as a stand alone
users guide for its associated Mathcad application. Any
important concepts not presented in previous chapters are
discussed as required.
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V. THE ELEVATED VERTICAL PIPOLE
The orientation of the elevated vertical dipole is
depicted in Figure 5.1, where 1 is the length of the dipole,
H is the height of the feed above ground, R is the radial


















FIGURE 5.1: Spatial orientation of the elevated vertical
dipole antenna for its corresponding Mathcad application.
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The Mathcad application for the elevated vertical dipole
requires the following inputs:
1 length of the dipole (meters)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
antenna feed height above ground plane (meters)H
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
a conductivity of ground plane
The length of the dipole is used to determine the frequencies
which correspond to a X/4, X/2 , 3X/4, or X length dipole. The
user inputs the frequency and the radiation parameters
discussed in Chapter 3 are calculated. Feed height (H ) must
be at least equal to the half-length of the dipole (h=l/2),
and the distance from the antenna (R) must meet the far- field
requirements of Chapter 3.C.
The equation for the radiated electric field distribution
of the elevated vertical dipole was derived in Chapter 4 as
EQ=j60Ic e
-jpiR-H cos(8)]
cQS [p/j CQS (Q) ] _cQs (pj3)
R sin(6) (5.1)




-sin2 (9) cos (0)
n-
The first two terms inside the brackets represent the space
wave and the third term represents the surface wave. I is
one since a sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity
is assumed.
The requested inputs are used to calculate variables at
the top of page 41 for 632 discrete values of 8 which are
equally incremented from -it/2 to tt/2 .
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h half-length of the dipole (meters)
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
13 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
Rd distance from antenna to field point (meters)
R
r
distance from antenna image to field point (meters)
n index of refraction
P
e




F„ vertical surface wave attenuation factor
e
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the
radiated far- field space wave and surface wave for each
discrete 6. The space wave and surface wave results are
combined for corresponding values of 9 to obtain the total
radiated electric field distribution. The space wave, surface
wave, and total electric field results are then normalized
with respect to the maximum field intensity of each, and the
normalized magnitudes are plotted for each value of 6 to
depict the radiation patterns. The patterns are valid for any
vertical plane containing the antenna axis, because the
radiated electric field does not vary with changes in </>.
Equations 3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equation 5.1
over the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground plane
at a fixed radius (R) from the antenna to find total average
radiated power (P
rad ) . With the discrete values of the electric
field and total average radiated power determined, the Mathcad
application predicts the following radiation characteristics
from the equations in Chapter 3
:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective radiated isotropic power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
l max maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, 0=90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
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As an example, the Mathcad vertical dipole application
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Figures 5.2 and 5.3 depict the radiation patterns for the
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FIGURE 5.2: Vertical dipole





























FIGURE 5.3: Vertical dipole
surface wave pattern.
The following radiation parameters were predicted by the




Effective isotropic radiated power
Maximum theoretical effective area












These results are consistent with expectations for this
particular configuration. Appendix A contains computer
hardcopies of additional example calculations for the vertical
dipole and compares predicted radiation parameters to those
expected based on previous calculations.
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VI. THE VERTICAL MONOPOLE
The orientation of the vertical monopole is depicted in
Figure 6.1, where h is the length of the monopole, the antenna
feed is at ground level, R is the radial coordinate, 6 is the










FIGURE 6.1: Spatial orientation of the vertical monopole
antenna for its corresponding Mathcad application.
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The Mathcad application for the vertical monopole
requires the following inputs:
h length of the monopole (meters)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
o conductivity of ground plane
The length of the monopole is used to determine frequencies
which correspond to a X/8, X/4, 3X/8, or X/2 long monopole.
The user inputs the frequency for which the radiation
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are calculated. Distance
from the antenna (R) must meet the far- field requirements of
Chapter 3.C.
The monopole 's electric field distribution is derived in
the same way as the vertical dipole equation was derived in
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A=cos [$h cos (0) ] -cos (PA)
S=sin[pA cos (6) ] -cos (6) sin (PA)
The first two terms inside the brackets represent the space
wave and the second two terms represent the surface wave . The
vertical monopole 's far- field electric field has a 6 component
only
,
just as the vertical dipole. I is one since a
sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed.
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The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables for 632 discrete values of 6 which are equally-
incremented from -7r/2 to tt/2 :
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
j8 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e






vertical surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the
radiated far- field space wave and surface wave for each
discrete 6. The space wave and surface wave results are
combined for corresponding values of to obtain the total
radiated electric field distribution. The space wave, surface
wave, and total electric field results are then normalized
with respect to the maximum field intensity of each, and the
normalized magnitudes are plotted for each value of 6 to
depict the radiation patterns. The patterns are valid for any
vertical plane containing the antenna axis, because the
radiated electric field does not vary with changes in
<f>.
Equations 3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equation 6.1
over the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground plane
at a fixed radius (R) from the antenna to find the total
average radiated power (P
rad ) . With the discrete values of the
electric field and total average radiated power determined,
the Mathcad application predicts the radiation characteristics




Radiation characteristics determined by the vertical
monopole application are:
R^d radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective radiated isotropic power (Watts)
A^, maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
l,,,^ maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P6 numerical distance (vertical polarization, 0=90°)
An9-'-emax -elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
As an example, the Mathcad monopole application was
executed with the following inputs:
monopole length . 5 meters
frequency 150 • 10 6 Hertz
distance from the antenna 3000 meters
relative dielectric constant 15
ground conductivity 5 • 10"3
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 depict the radiation patterns for the
space wave and surface wave for this example.
FIGURE 6.2: Monopole space
wave radiation pattern.
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FIGURE 6.3: Monopole surface
wave radiation pattern.
The following radiation parameters were predicted by the
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These results are consistent with expectations for this
particular configuration. Appendix B contains computer
hardcopies of additional example calculations for the vertical
monopole and compares predicted radiation parameters to those
expected based on previous calculations.
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VII. THE HORIZONTAL DIPOLE
The orientation of the horizontal dipole is depicted in
Figure 7.1, where 1 is length of the dipole, H is the height
of the feed above ground, R is the radial coordinate, 6 is the







FIGURE 7.1: Spatial orientation of the horizontal dipole
antenna for its corresponding Mathcad application.
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The Mathcad application for the horizontal dipole requires
the following inputs:
1 length of the dipole (meters)
H antenna feed height above ground plane (meters)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
o conductivity of ground plane
d elevation angle index (from Table 3.1)
The length of the dipole is used to determine frequencies
which correspond to a X/4, X/2, 3X/4, or X length dipole. The
user inputs the frequency for which the radiation parameters
discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. Feed height, H , must be
greater than or equal to zero, and distance from the antenna
(R) must meet the far- field requirements of Chapter 3.C. The
elevation angle index (d) sets the elevation coordinate, 6,
for which a horizontal radiation pattern is determined. Table
3.1 lists possible indices and their corresponding elevation
angles from .285° to 88.857° in increments of about 2°.
Indices between those listed can be used to interpolate a
better approximation of a desired elevation.
The horizontal dipole' s radiated electric field is a
combination of 6 and # components. In addition, unlike the
vertical dipole, its radiation pattern varies with changes in
0. The total radiated electric field is the vector sum of the
6 and $ components. The electric field for the horizontal
dipole is obtained in a manner analogous to that used for the
vertical dipole discussed in Chapter 4. The horizontal
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(7.2)
The first two terms inside the brackets of each equation are
the space wave components and the third terms are the surface
wave components. I is taken to be one, since a sinusoidal
current input with a maximum of unity is assumed.
The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant of 0=0 and 4>=ir/2 for 632 discrete
values of 6 which are equally incremented from -tt/2 to it/2:
h half-length of the dipole (meters)
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
j8 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
Rd distance from antenna to field point (meters)
R
r
distance from antenna image to field point (meters)
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)




rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F
e
vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 for 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The total space wave and surface wave
distributions are determined from vector addition of
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corresponding 6 and # components . The space wave and surface
wave results are then combined for corresponding discrete
values of 6 to obtain the total radiated electric field
distribution for the 0=0 and #=7r/2 vertical planes. The space
wave, surface wave, and total electric field results are then
normalized with respect to the maximum field intensity of
each, and the normalized magnitudes are plotted for each
discrete 6 to depict the radiation patterns. The Mathcad
horizontal dipole application computes the space wave, surface
wave, and total electric field radiation patterns and
radiation parameters in the <p=0 and 4>=ir/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (d) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0 d ) as # varies from to 27r in 632
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
To find the contributions of the 8 and $ electric field
components to the total average radiated power (P
rad ) , equations
3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations 7.1 and 7.2 over
the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground plane at
a fixed radius (R) from the antenna. With the discrete values
of the electric field and total average radiated power, the
Mathcad application predicts the following radiation




rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective radiated isotropic power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
l
raax
maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, = 90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, = 90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^J , maximum
theoretical effective length (lmax ) , and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (Anglemax ) are all determined for both
the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
As an example, the Mathcad horizontal dipole application
was executed with the following inputs:
dipole length 1.0 meter
frequency 150 • 10 6 Hertz
height of antenna feed 1 . meter
distance from the antenna 3 000 meters
relative dielectric constant 15
ground conductivity 10"2
elevation angle index 535 («=27°)
The following radiation parameters were predicted by the
Mathcad application for a sinusoidal current input of one Amp:
Total power radiated (Watts) 26.116
Radiation resistance (Ohms) 52.233
Numerical distance (vertical) 292.419
Numerical distance (horizontal) 66215.4
0=0 <6=7i72
Directivity 1.310 7.215
EIRP (Watts) 34.221 188.435
Max eff area (sq meters) 0.417 2.297
Max eff length (meters) 0.481 1.128
Anglemax (degrees) 45.071 28.241
Figures 7 . 2 through 7 . 7 are the space wave and surface
wave radiation patterns in the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes
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FIGURE 7.4: Horizontal
dipole space wave radiation
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FIGURE 7.5: Horizontal
dipole surface wave radiation




dipole space wave radiation
pattern for horizontal plane.
FIGURE 7.7: Horizontal
dipole surface wave radiation
pattern for horizontal plane.
These results are consistent with expectations for this
particular configuration. Appendix C contains computer
hardcopies of additional example calculations for the
horizontal dipole and compares predicted radiation parameters
to those expected based on previous calculations.
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VIII. THE ARBITRARILY ORIENTED DIPOLE
The orientation of the arbitrarily oriented dipole is
depicted in Figure 8.1, where 1 is length of the dipole, H is
the feed height above ground, a is the angle of the dipole
axis with the horizontal, R is the radial coordinate, 6 is the






Arbitrarily Oriented Dipole Orientation
FIGURE 8.1: Spatial orientation of the arbitrarily-
oriented dipole antenna for its Mathcad application.
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The Mathcad application for the arbitrarily oriented
dipole requires the following inputs:
1 length of the dipole (meters)
H antenna feed height above ground plane (meters)
a angle of antenna axis with the horizontal (degrees)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
a conductivity of ground plane
d elevation angle index (from Table 3.1)
The length of the dipole is used to determine frequencies
which correspond to a X/4, X/2, 3X/4, or X length dipole. The
user inputs the frequency for which the radiation parameters
discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. Feed height, H , must be
greater than or equal to (1/2) •sin (a) , and the distance from
the antenna (R) must meet the far- field requirements of
Chapter 3.C. The elevation angle index (d) sets the elevation
coordinate, 6, for which a horizontal radiation pattern is
determined. Table 3.1 lists possible indices and their
corresponding elevation angles from .285° to 88.857° in
increments of about 2°. Indices between those listed can be
used to interpolate a better approximation of a desired
elevation.
The radiated electric field for the arbitrarily oriented
dipole is a combination of 6 and $ components, and its
radiation pattern varies with changes in
<f>. The total
electric field is the vector sum of the 6 and # components.
The arbitrarily oriented dipole 's radiated electric field is
obtained in a manner analogous to that used for the vertical
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Equation 8.1 is the 6 component (vertically polarized), and
equation 8.2 is the $ (horizontally polarized) component [Ref
6: p. 174-175] . The first two terms inside the brackets of
each equation represent the space wave components and the
third terms represent the surface wave components. I is
taken to be one, since a sinusoidal current input with a
maximum of unity is assumed.
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The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant
<f>
of 0=0 and 0=7r/2 for 632 discrete
values of 6 which are equally incremented from -7r/2 to it/ 2
:
h half-length of the dipole (meters)
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
/3 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
Rd distance from antenna to field point (meters)
R
r
distance from antenna image to field point (meters)
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)
Pm complex numerical distance (horizontal polarization)
r„ vertical reflection coefficientV
rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F6 vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 for 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The total space wave and surface wave
distributions are determined from vector addition of
corresponding 6 and J components . The space wave and surface
wave results are then combined for corresponding discrete
values of 6 to obtain the total radiated electric field
distribution for the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes. The space
wave, surface wave, and total electric field results are then
normalized with respect to the maximum field intensity of
each, and the normalized magnitudes are plotted for each
discrete 6 to depict the radiation patterns. The arbitrarily
oriented dipole Mathcad application computes the space wave,
surface wave, and total electric field radiation patterns and
radiation parameters in the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (d) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
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field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0 d ) as 4> varies from to 2tt in 632
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those in the vertical planes.
To find the contributions of the $ and $ electric field
components to the total average radiated power, P
rad , equations
3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations 8.1 and 8.2 over
the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground plane at
a fixed radius (R) from the antenna. The sum of the two
integrals is the antenna's P
rad . With the discrete values of
the electric field and total average radiated power
determined, the Mathcad application predicts the following
radiation characteristics from the equations in Chapter 3:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective radiated isotropic power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
l max maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, 6=90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, 0=90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP)
,
maximum theoretical effective area (A^) , maximum
theoretical effective length (l max ) , and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (Anglemax ) are all determined for both
the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
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IX. THE INVERTED L ANTENNA
The orientation of the inverted L antenna is depicted in
Figure 9.1, where H is length of the vertical antenna segment,
1 is the length of the horizontal antenna segment, the feed is
at ground level, R is the radial coordinate, 6 is the












Inverted L Antenna Orientation
FIGURE 9.1: Spatial orientation of the inverted L antenna
for its corresponding Mathcad application.
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The Mathcad application for the inverted L antenna
requires the following inputs:
H length of vertical antenna segment (meters)
1 length of horizontal antenna segment (meters)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
o conductivity of ground plane
d elevation angle index (from Table 3.1)
The combined length of the vertical and horizontal antenna
segments (H+l) is used to determine frequencies which
correspond to a X/8, X/4, 3\/8, or X/2 long inverted L
antenna. The user inputs the frequency for which the
radiation parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are computed.
Distance from the antenna (R) must meet the far- field
requirements of Chapter 3.C. The elevation angle index (d)
sets the elevation coordinate, 6, for which a horizontal
radiation pattern is determined. Table 3.1 lists possible
indices and their corresponding elevation angles from .285° to
88.857° in increments of about 2°. Indices between those
listed can be used to interpolate a better approximation of a
desired elevation.
The inverted L's radiated electric field is a varying
combination of 6 and $ components, and its radiation pattern
varies with changes in <p . The total radiated electric field
is the vector sum of the 6 and $ components. The radiated
electric field for the inverted L antenna is obtained in a
manner analogous to that used for the vertical dipole
discussed in Chapter 4. The radiated fields of each antenna
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segment are considered separately, and superposition is used
to determine the total radiated electric field. The vertical
segment radiates only a 6 field component, but the horizontal
segment radiates both B and $ components. The electric field
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Equation 9.1 is the 6 component for the vertical segment,
equation 9.2 is the 9 (vertically polarized) component for the
horizontal segment, and equation 9.3 is the $ (horizontally
polarized) component for the horizontal segment. The first
two terms inside the brackets of each equation are the space
wave components and any additional terms are the surface wave
components. I is taken to be one, since a sinusoidal current
input with maximum of unity is assumed.
The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant of 0=0 and 0=7r/2 for 632 discrete
values of 6 which are equally incremented from -tt/2 to i\/2
:
h half-length of the dipole (meters)
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
/3 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
Rd distance from antenna to field point (meters)
R
r
distance from antenna image to field point (meters)
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)




rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F
e
vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
$ for 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The total space wave and surface wave
distributions are determined from vector addition of
corresponding 6 and $ components . The space wave and surface
wave results are then combined for corresponding discrete
values of 6 to obtain the total radiated electric field
distribution for the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes. The space
wave, surface wave, and total electric field results are then
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normalized with respect to the maximum field intensity of
each, and the normalized magnitudes are plotted for each
discrete 6 to depict the radiation patterns. The inverted L
Mathcad application computes the space wave, surface wave, and
total electric field radiation patterns and radiation
parameters in the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (d) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0 d ) as varies from to 2ix in 632
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
To find the contributions of the 6 and $ electric field
components to the total average radiated power, P
rad , equations
3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3
over the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground plane
at a fixed radius (R) from the antenna. The sum of the
integrals is the antenna's P
rad . With the discrete values of
the electric field and total average radiated power
determined, the Mathcad application predicts the following
radiation parameters using the equations from Chapter 3:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective isotropic radiated power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
l max maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, 0=90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, 0=90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
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The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^J , maximum
theoretical effective length (l max ) , and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (Anglemax ) are all determined for both
the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
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X. THE SLOPING LONG-WIRE ANTENNA
The orientation of the sloping long-wire antenna is
depicted in Figure 10.1, where 1 is length of the antenna, the
feed is at ground level, a is the angle of the antenna with
the horizontal, R is the radial coordinate, 6 is the elevation






FIGURE 10.1: Spatial orientation of the sloping long- wire
antenna for its corresponding Mathcad application.
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The Mathcad application for the sloping long-wire antenna
requires the following inputs:
1 length of the antenna (meters)
0! angle of antenna with horizontal (degrees)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
a conductivity of ground plane
d elevation angle index (from Table 3.1)
The user inputs the frequency (f 5 ) for which the radiation
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. The distance
from the antenna (R) must meet the far- field requirements of
Chapter 3.C. The elevation angle index (d) sets the elevation
coordinate, 6, for which a horizontal radiation pattern is
determined. Table 3.1 lists possible indices and their
corresponding elevation angles from .285° to 88.857° in
increments of about 2°. Indices between those listed can be
used to interpolate a better estimate of a desired elevation.
The electric field equations for the sloping long-wire
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The radiated electric field for the sloping long-wire is 22
obtained in a manner analogous to the vertical dipole equation
discussed in Chapter 4. The long-wire's radiated electric
field is a varying combination of 6 and $ components, and its
radiation patterns vary with changes in 0. The total radiated
electric field is the vector sum of the 6 and components.
The first two terms inside the brackets of each equation are
the space wave components and the additional terms are the
surface wave components. I is taken to be one since a
sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed.
Requested inputs are used to compute the variables on the
next page using a constant of 0=0 and 0=tt/2 for 632 discrete
values of 9 which are equally incremented from -it/2 to 7r/2
.
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
j8 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)




rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F
e
vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
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The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 for 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The total space wave and surface wave
distributions are determined from vector addition of
corresponding 6 and $ components. The space wave and surface
wave results are then combined for corresponding discrete
values of 6 to obtain the total radiated electric field
distribution for the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes. The space
wave, surface wave, and total electric field results are then
normalized with respect to the maximum field intensity of
each, and the normalized magnitudes are plotted for each
discrete 6 to depict the radiation patterns. The sloping
long -wire Mathcad application computes the space wave, surface
wave, and total electric field radiation patterns and
radiation parameters in the 0=0 and 0=?r/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (d) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0 d ) as varies from to 2ir in 632
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
To find the contributions of the 9 and $ electric field
components to the total average radiated power, P
rad , equations
3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations 10.1 and 10.2 over
the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground plane at
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a fixed radius (R) from the antenna. The sum of the integrals
is the antenna's Prad . With the discrete values of the electric
field and total average radiated power determined, the Mathcad
application predicts the following radiation parameters using
the equations from Chapter 3:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective isotropic radiated power (Watts)
Anj^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
l max maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, 0=90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, = 90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^J , maximum
theoretical effective length (l,^)
,
and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (Anglemax ) are all determined for both
the 0=0 and </>=7r/2 vertical planes.
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XI. THE TERMINATED SLOPING V ANTENNA
The orientation of the terminated sloping V antenna is
depicted on the next page in Figure 11.1, where 1 is length of
the antenna wires (numbered 1 and 2) , H is the feed height
above ground, H, is the height of the termination points above
ground, y is the angle subtended by the wires, v\ is the angle
between the x axis and the projection of the antenna legs in
the x-y plane, a is the angle between the plane which contains
the antenna and the x-y plane, R is the radial coordinate, 6
is the elevation coordinate, and is the azimuth coordinate.
The Mathcad application for the sloping V antenna requires
the following inputs:
1 length of the antenna legs (meters)
H feed height above ground (meters)
H! height of termination points above ground (meters)
7 angle subtended by the antenna legs (degrees)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
o conductivity of ground plane
d elevation angle index (from Table 3.1)
The user inputs the frequency (f 5 ) for which the radiation
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. The feed
height (H ) and termination height (H,) can be any value
greater than zero. The angle a is found from H , H,, wire
length (1), and the half-angle between the wires (7/2) by











Terminated Sloping V Antenna Orientation
FIGURE 11.1: Spatial orientation of the terminated
sloping V antenna for its corresponding Mathcad
application.





Distance from the antenna (R) must meet the far- field
requirements of Chapter 3.C. The elevation angle index (d)
sets the 9 coordinate for which a horizontal radiation pattern
is determined. Table 3.1 lists possible indices and their
corresponding elevation angles from .285° to 88.857° in
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increments of about 2°. Indices between those listed can be
used to interpolate a better estimate of a desired elevation.
The radiated electric field for the sloping V antenna is
obtained in a manner analogous to that used for the vertical
dipole discussed in Chapter 4. The sloping V electric field
equations are given by [Ref 6: p. 185-186]
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The sloping V's radiated electric field is a varying
combination of 6 and # components, and its radiation pattern
varies with changes in <£. The total radiated electric field
is the vector sum of the 6 and $ components. The fields of
each antenna leg are considered separately, and superposition
is used to determine the total electric field. Equations 11.3
and 11.4 are the radiated 6 and $ components, respectively for
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number one, and equations 11.5 and 11.6 are the and $
components, respectively for wire number two. The first two
terms inside each set of brackets represent the space wave
components and any additional terms represent the surface wave
components. I is taken to be one, since a sinusoidal current
input with a maximum of unity is assumed.
The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant <p of <p=0 and 0=7r/2 for 632 discrete
values of 6 which are equally incremented from -it/2 to tt/2 :
X 5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
j(3 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)




rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F
e
vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 for 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The total space wave and surface wave
distributions are determined from vector addition of
corresponding 6 and $ components. The space wave and surface
wave results are then combined for corresponding discrete
values of 6 to obtain the total radiated electric field
distribution for the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes. The space
wave, surface wave, and total electric field results are then
normalized with respect to the maximum field intensity of
each, and the normalized magnitudes are plotted for each
discrete $ to depict the radiation patterns. The sloping V
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Mathcad application computes the space wave, surface wave, and
total electric field radiation patterns and radiation
parameters in the 0=0 and 4>=tt/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (d) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0 d ) as </> varies from to 2tt in 632
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
To find the contributions of the 6 and $ electric field
components to the total average radiated power, P
rad , equations
3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations 11.3, 11.4, 11.5,
and 11.6 over the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the
ground plane at a fixed radius (R) from the antenna. The sum
of the integrals is the antenna's P
rad . With the discrete
values of the electric field and total average radiated power
determined, the Mathcad application predicts the following
radiation parameters using the equations from Chapter 3:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective isotropic radiated power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
l max maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, = 90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, 0=90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^J , maximum
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theoretical effective length (l max ) , and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (Anglemax ) are all determined for both
the 0=0 and <£=7r/2 vertical planes.
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XII. THE SIDE-LOADED VERTICAL HALF RHOMBIC ANTENNA
The orientation of the side- loaded vertical half rhombic
antenna is depicted in Figure 12.1, where 1 is length of the
antenna wires (numbered 1 and 2) , the feed is at ground level,
a is the angle between the antenna wires and the horizontal
plane, R is the radial coordinate, 6 is the elevation







Side -Loaded Vertical Half -Rhombic Orientation
FIGURE 12.1: Spatial orientation of the side- loaded
vertical half rhombic antenna for its Mathcad application.
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The Mathcad application for the vertical half rhombic
antenna requires the following inputs:
1 length of the antenna legs (meters)
a angle of antenna wires with horizontal (degrees)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
o conductivity of ground plane
d elevation angle index (from Table 3.1)
The user inputs the frequency (f 5 ) for which the radiation
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. Distance from
the antenna (R) must meet the far- field requirements of
Chapter 3.C. The elevation angle index (d) sets the 6
coordinate for which a horizontal radiation pattern is
determined. Table 3.1 lists possible indices and their
corresponding elevation angles from .285° to 88.857° in
increments of about 2°. Indices between those listed can be
used to interpolate a better approximation of a desired
elevation.
The vertical half rhombic' s radiated electric field is a
combination of 6 and <p components, and its radiation pattern
varies with changes in 0. The total radiated electric field
is the vector sum of the 9 and $ components . The radiated
electric field for the vertical half rhombic antenna is
obtained in a manner analogous to that used for the vertical
dipole discussed in Chapter 4. The radiated fields of each
antenna leg are considered separately, and superposition is
used to determine the total electric field. The electric
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where U, and U2 are given by
C/1 = l-cos(T 1 ) ) C/2 =l-cos(T 2 )
cos (YJ =cos (6) sin (a) +sin(6) cos (a) cos (<J>)
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Equations 12.1 and 12.2 are the d (vertically polarized) and
$ (horizontally polarized) components, respectively for leg
number one, and equations 12.3 and 12.4 are the 6 and <p
components, respectively for leg number two. The first two
terms inside each set of brackets are the space wave
components and any additional terms are the surface wave
components. I is taken to be one, since a sinusoidal current
input with a maximum of unity is assumed. The requested
inputs are used to calculate the following variables using a
constant of 0=0 and 0=7r/2 for 632 discrete values of which
are equally incremented from -tt/2 to tt/2 :
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
j3 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)




rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F
e
vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 for 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The total space wave and surface wave
distributions are determined from vector addition of
corresponding 6 and $ components . The space wave and surface
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wave results are then combined for corresponding discrete
values of 6 to obtain the total radiated electric field
distribution for the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes. The space
wave, surface wave, and total electric field results are then
normalized with respect to the maximum field intensity of
each, and the normalized magnitudes are plotted for each
discrete 6 to depict the radiation patterns. The vertical
half rhombic Mathcad application computes the space wave,
surface wave, and total electric field radiation patterns and
radiation parameters in the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (d) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0 d ) as varies from to 2tt in 632
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
To find the contributions of the 6 and # electric field
components to the total average radiated power, P
rad , equations
3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations 12.1, 12.2, 12.3,
and 12.4 over the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the
ground plane at a fixed radius (R) from the antenna. The sum
of the integrals is the antenna's P
rad . With the discrete
values of the electric field and total average radiated power
determined, the Mathcad application predicts the following
radiation parameters using the equations from Chapter 3:
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R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective isotropic radiated power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
l max maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, 0=90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, 0=90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (-&„,„) , maximum
theoretical effective length (l max ) , and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (Anglemax ) are all determined for both
the 0=0 and <f>=ir/2 vertical planes.
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XIII. THE TERMINATED SLOPING OR HORIZONTAL RHOMBIC ANTENNA
The orientation of the terminated sloping or horizontal
rhombic antenna is depicted on the next page in Figure 13.1,
where 1 is the length of the antenna wires (numbered 1 to 4)
,
H is the feed height above ground, H2 is the height of the
termination point above ground, y is the angle subtended by
the feed wires (1 and 2) , 77 is the angle between the x axis
and the projection of the feed wires in the x-y plane, a is
the angle between the plane which contains the antenna and the
x-y plane, R is the radial coordinate, $ is the elevation
coordinate, and </) is the azimuth coordinate.
The Mathcad application for the rhombic antenna requires
the following inputs:
1 length of the antenna legs (meters)
H feed height above ground (meters)
H2 height of termination point above ground (meters)
y angle subtended by the antenna legs (degrees)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
o conductivity of ground plane
d elevation angle index (from Table 3.1)
The feed height (H ) and termination height (H2 ) can be any
value greater than zero. The angle a is found from H , H2 ,
wire length (1) , and the half -angle between the wires (7/2) by









Terminated Rhombic Antenna Orientation
FIGURE 13.1: Spatial orientation of the terminated sloping
or horizontal rhombic antenna for its Mathcad application.
The angle 77 is then found from a and 7/2 by
T] =tan 1 HI)
cos (a)
(13.2)
The user inputs the frequency (f 5 ) for which the radiation
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. Distance from
the antenna (R) must meet the far- field requirements of
Chapter 3.C. The elevation angle index (d) sets the 6
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coordinate for which a horizontal radiation pattern is
determined. Table 3.1 lists possible indices and their
corresponding elevation angles from .285° to 88.857° in
increments of about 2°. Indices between those listed can be
used to interpolate a better estimate of a desired elevation.
The radiated electric field for the rhombic antenna is
obtained in a manner analogous to that for the vertical dipole
discussed in Chapter 4. The radiated field of each wire is
considered separately, and superposition is used to determine
the total electric field. The rhombic' s electric field
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where U,, U2 , U3 , and U4 are given by
C^-l-cos^) £72 = l-cos(Y 2 )
t/3 =l-cos(Y 3 ) t/4 =l-cos(Y4 )
where
cos (Y^ =cos (0) sin (a) +sin (0) cos (a) cos ($-i) )
cos (Y 2 ) =cos (0)sin(a)+sin(0)cos(a)cos(4>-T))
cos (Y 3 ) =sin(0) cos (a) cos (<t>-T|) -cos (0) sin (a)
cos (Y 4 ) =sin(0) cos (a) cos (<|>+ti) -cos (0) sin (a)
The rhombic' s radiated electric field is a varying combination
of 8 and <p components, and its radiation pattern varies with
changes in </>. The total radiated electric field is the vector
sum of the 6 and
<f>
components. Equations 13.3 and 13.4 are
the 6 (vertically polarized) and $ (horizontally polarized)
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components, respectively for wire one, and equations 13.5 and
13.6 are the 6 and # components, respectively for wire number
two. Equations 13.7 and 13.8 are the analogous equations for
wire three, and 13.9 and 13.10 are those for wire four. The
first two terms inside each set of brackets represent are the
space wave components, and any additional terms represent the
surface wave components. I is taken to be one, since a
sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed.
The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant
<f> of 0=0 and </>=7r/2 for 632 discrete
values of 6 which are equally incremented from -it/2 to it/2 :
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
fi free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)




rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F
e
vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 for <£=0 and <p=ir/2. The total space wave and surface wave
distributions are determined from vector addition of
corresponding 6 and $ components. The space wave and surface
wave results are then combined for corresponding discrete
values of 6 to obtain the total radiated electric field
distribution for the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes. The space
wave, surface wave, and total electric field results are then
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normalized with respect to the maximum field intensity of
each, and the normalized magnitudes are plotted for each
discrete 9 to depict the radiation patterns. The rhombic
antenna Mathcad application computes the space wave, surface
wave, and total electric field radiation patterns and
radiation parameters in the 0=0 and <f>=ir/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (d) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
selected elevation angle (0 d ) as varies from to 2tt in 632
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
To find the contributions of the 6 and # electric field
components to the total average radiated power, P
rad , equations
3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations 13.3 to 13.10 over
the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground plane at
a fixed radius (R) from the antenna. The sum of the integrals
is the antenna's P
rad . With the discrete values of the electric
field and total average radiated power determined, the Mathcad
application predicts the following radiation parameters using
the equations from Chapter 3:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective isotropic radiated power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
lmax maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, = 90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, = 90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
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The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^) , maximum
theoretical effective length (l max ) , and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (Anglemax ) are all determined for both
the 0=0 and #=tt/2 vertical planes.
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XIV. THE TERMINATED SLOPING DOUBLE RHOMBOID ANTENNA
The orientation of the terminated sloping double rhomboid
antenna is depicted on the next page in Figure 14.1, where 1,
is the length of the four short antenna wires (A, D, E, and
H)
,
1 2 is the length of the four long antenna wires (B, C, F,
and G)
,
1 3 is the length of the radials which connect the feed
to the two termination points, H is the feed height above
ground, H3 is the height of the termination points above
ground, 7 is the angle between by the radials which connect
the feed to the termination points, <5 is the angle between the
termination radials and the short feed wires, 17 is the angle
between the termination radials and the long feed wires, a is
the angle between the plane which contains the antenna and the
x-y plane, R is the radial coordinate, $ is the elevation
coordinate, and is the azimuth coordinate.
The Mathcad application for the double rhomboid antenna
requires the following inputs:
1, length of the short antenna wires (meters)
1 2 length of the long antenna wires (meters)
1 3 length of the termination radials (meters)
H feed height above ground (meters)
H3 height of termination points above ground (meters)
7 angle subtended by termination radials (degrees)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from antenna (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
conductivity of ground plane
d elevation angle index (from Table 3.1)
The feed height (H ) and termination height (H3 ) can be any
value greater than zero. The length of the radials to the
93
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cSloping Double Rhomboid Orientation
FIGURE 14.1: Spatial orientation of the terminated sloping
double rhomboid antenna for its Mathcad application.
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termination points must be less than the combined lengths of
a long and short antenna wire (1 3 < 1, + 1 2 ) • The angle 77 is
found from the law of sines and cosines by
Ti =sm-i< sin cos -1








The angle <5 is also found from the law of cosines by
6=icos _1
(I 1 )





The angle 01 is then found from H0/ H3 , 1 1; 1 2/ and the half
angle between the wires (7/2) by
a =sm"
H3 -HQ
•cos(-¥-+6j + i -cos/-¥- +
(14.3)
The user inputs the frequency (f 5 ) for which the radiation
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. Distance from
the antenna (R) must meet the far- field requirements of
Chapter 3.C, and the elevation angle index (d) sets the 6
coordinate for which a horizontal radiation pattern is
determined. Table 3.1 lists possible indices and their
corresponding elevation angles from .285° to 88.857° in
increments of about 2°. Indices between those listed can be
used to interpolate a better estimate of a desired elevation.
The radiated electric field for the double rhomboid is
obtained in a manner analogous to that used for the vertical
dipole discussed in Chapter 4. The electric field equations
for the double rhomboid are given by [Ref 6: p. 23 8-244]
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-JlR
EQ , = 3 0J — \ cos (a) cos (0) sin ((J)--! -6)R
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C/5 = l-cos(T 5
C/7 =l-cos(T7
:cos (9) sin (a
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:cos (0) sin(a
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sin (0) cos (a
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= l-cos(T6 ) v
J78=l-cos (T 8 ) where
+ sin (0) cos (a) sin (<j)-a-6)
+ sin (0) cos (a) sin (4>-a- ,n)
+ sin(0) cos (a) sin ((J)+a+r|)
+ sin (0) cos (a) sin (<J)+a + 6)
sin (<|)-a-6) -cos (0) sin (a)
sin (c|)-a-T|) -cos (0) sin (a)
sin (<J)+a+T)) -cos (0) sin (a)
sin(4>+a + 6) -cos (0) sin (a)
The double rhomboid's radiated electric field is a combination
of 6 and $ components, and its radiation pattern varies with
changes in 0. The total electric field is the vector sum of
the 6 and $ components. The radiated fields of each antenna
wire are considered separately, and superposition is used to
determine the total electric field. Equations 14.4 and 14.5
ft *>
are the 6 (vertically polarized) and <p (horizontally
polarized) components, respectively for wire A, and equations
14.6 and 14.7 are the 6 and $ components, respectively for
wire B. Equations 14.8 and 14.9 are the analogous equations
for wire C, 14.10 and 14.11 those for wire D, 14.12 and 14.13
those for wire E, 14.14 and 14.15 those for wire F, 14.16 and
14.17 those for wire G, and 14.18 and 14.19 those for wire H.
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The first two terms inside each set of brackets represent the
space wave components and any additional terms . represent the
surface wave components. I is taken to be one since a
sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed.
The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant of 0=0 and 0=7r/2 for 632 discrete
values of 6 which are equally incremented from -ir/2 to it/2 :
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
13 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)




rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F
e
vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 with 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The total space wave and surface wave
distributions are determined from vector addition of
corresponding 6 and $ components . The space wave and surface
wave results are then combined for corresponding discrete
values of 6 to obtain the total radiated electric field
distribution for the 0=0 and 0=?r/2 vertical planes. The space
wave, surface wave, and total electric field results are then
normalized with respect to the maximum field intensity of
each, and the normalized magnitudes are plotted for each
discrete 6 to depict the radiation patterns. The Mathcad
double rhomboid antenna application computes the space wave,
surface wave, and total electric field radiation patterns and
radiation parameters in the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
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The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (d) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0 d ) as varies from to 2tt in 632
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
To find the contributions of the 6 and # electric field
components to the total average radiated power, P
rad , equations
3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations 14.4 to 14.19 over
the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground plane at
a fixed radius (R) from the antenna. The sum of the integrals
is the antenna's P
rad . With the discrete values of the electric
field and total average radiated power determined, the Mathcad
application predicts the following radiation parameters using
the equations from Chapter 3:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective isotropic radiated power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
1^ maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, = 90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, 0=90°)
Angle^j .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^J , maximum
theoretical effective length (1,,^) , and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (Angle^J are all determined for both
the 0=0 and 4>=tt/2 vertical planes.
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XV. THE VERTICALLY POLARIZED LOG -PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY
The orientation of the vertically polarized log-periodic
dipole array is depicted in Figure 15.1, where N is the number
of dipoles, n is an index equal to 0,1,2..N-1, l
n
is the
length of the n^+l dipole, d,, is the distance between the n*+l
and ^+2 dipole elements, H is the height of the antenna feed
above ground, H,, is the height of the n^+l dipole center, ¥ is
the angle between the vertical axis and the array's center
axis, a, is the angle between the center axis and the line
which connects the upper tips of the elements, a2 is the angle
between the center axis and the line which connects the lower
tips of the elements, a3 is the angle between the horizontal
and the line connecting the lower tips of the elements, R is
the radial coordinate, 6 is the elevation coordinate, and <p is
the azimuth coordinate.
The Mathcad application for the vertically polarized log-
periodic array requires the following inputs:
N number of dipole elements
1 length of the shortest dipole (meters)
li length of the second shortest dipole (meters)
d distance between first two elements (meters)
rad radius of the shortest dipole (meters)
H feed height above ground plane (meters)
^ angle from vertical axis to array axis (degrees)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from array (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
o conductivity of ground plane
w elevation angle index (from Table 3.2)
ADM transmission line characteristic admittance
TIMP termination impedance connected to longest dipole
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FIGURE 15.1: Spatial orientation of the vertically polarized
log-periodic dipole array for its corresponding Mathcad
application.
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The user inputs the frequency for which the radiation
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. The lengths
of the first two elements (1 and 1,) are used to calculate the
log-periodic relationship (t) given by [Ref 10: p. 317]
n+l
(22=0,1,2 N-2,N-1) (15.1)
The remaining element lengths (1 2 to lN„j) are then found from
n+l (15.2)
As noted in equation 15.1, indices start at zero instead of 1,
so an index simply refers to the index-plus-one position in
terms of successive values for a given parameter. This is to
maintain continuity with Mathcad which also indexes from zero.
The radius of the first element (rad ) is used to find the
remaining radii by substituting rad„ and rad„ +1 for l n and l n+1
in equation 15.2. The angle between the vertical axis and the
array axis (¥) can be between 0° and 90°. The angles ol2 and
a3 are found by substituting
a +a =^L-T2 3 2
into
1-t









The angle a, is then found from [Ref 10: pp. 351-354]
sin(a,) sin(a,)
cos (a 1 + a 2 + a 3 ) cos(a 3 )
or





v- x^-' v **2 **3'
cos (a 3 ) +sin(a 2 ) sin (a 2 +a 3 )
The remaining separations (dj to dN .2 ) are then found from
equation 15.4. The dipole half-lengths (hj are found from
l
n/2, the feed height (H ) must be at least equal to the half-
length of the longest dipole (hN.,) , and distance from the
array (R) must meet the far- field requirements of Chapter 3.C.
The elevation angle index (w) sets the 6 coordinate for which
a horizontal radiation pattern is determined. Table 3.2 lists
possible indices and their corresponding elevation angles from
.57° to 89.1° in increments of about 2.3°. Indices between
those listed can be used to interpolate a better approximation
of a desired elevation. The termination impedance (TIMP) is
assumed to be connected to the array's center axis opposite
the feed at a distance of hN.j/2 from the longest element.
Typical termination impedances are the transmission line's
matched impedance (complex conjugate) or a short circuit
(zero). The characteristic admittance (ADM) is simply the
inverse of the transmission line's characteristic impedance.
If computed lengths, separations and radii are not
desired, they can be entered manually as described on the page
two of the application. Consult a Mathcad manual to be
certain the entries are made correctly.
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The open circuit impedance matrices must be calculated to
determine the current distribution among the dipole elements.
The matrix of open circuit mutual impedances between the




















Each main diagonal term (ZM ) is the self -impedance of the i^+l
dipole. The off -diagonal terms (Zik ) are the mutual impedances
between the i^+l and k^+l elements. Subscripts i and k are
matrix indices from 0, 1, 2 . . . .N-l.
The matrix of open circuit mutual impedances between the
actual dipoles and their images is represented as
[ZI] =

















The main diagonal terms (ZI i; ) are the mutual impedances
between the i^+l element and its image, and the off -diagonal
terms (ZI ik ) are the mutual impedances between the i^+l element
and the image of the k^+l element.
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The main diagonal self -impedance terms of equation 15.6
Z {i ) are found from [Ref 6: pp. 205-206]
Z 4 ,=
60
- l-cosW])^*'*^-20^ (15 ' 8)
+ e
j2*hi [Q(V )-2Q(V1 )] +2[Q(U, )-0(U1 )-Q(V1 )] +2Q(U/ )[l^cos(2^h i )] ]
X X
where Q(x) =Ci (x) -jSi (x) =f cos (y) dy-j-f sin(y) dy (15.9)
eo
C/ = p y2radj+4hf-2hj\ u'Q ^^[2^radi V = p [yJ2radf+4hf+2hj\
C/1 = P [J2radj+hj'h^ V^ = p [^radJ+IJ+.bJ
For ^=90° , the off -diagonal mutual impedance terms of
equation 15.6 (Z
i(i ) are given by [Ref 11]
Zi,k~^k,i~
60
cos [p (hrhk ) ] -cos [p (h^h^ ]
(15.10)
[e-j * (hi *hk\Q{U )-Q(U
x




+2Q($Diik)(cos [p (hrhk ) ] +cos [p (hi+hk ) ] )]
W.fr<iere Q(x) =Ci (x) -j*i (x) =j£2^±dy - j-j^^ZLdy
m y
C7 = P [jDl k+ (hi+hk ) z - (hi+hk ) ] V = p [yJDl^{h^hk)^ (hi+hk )
tf' = P [^V^-A*) 2 - (12,-/2*)] W = P [/^i. *+ (Ai-A*) a + (/li-A*)
"
[71= p [/Df^hJ-hJ V1 = p [^jt+ilJ+ZlJ
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For ^ less than 90°, the dipoles are in echelon. The
expression for the mutual impedance terms of equation 15.6
(Zik ) for an echelon configuration is given by [Ref 12]
Ziir15{e-^
{hi -SD^ k) [Q{UQ ) -CUff^+e^^^'pjV,,) -Q(VX )] (15.11)
+ e-^
{h^SD^ ) [Q(u\)-Q(U2 )] +e^




k) [Q(U3 ) -jPlffJl+e^^^'^pd^) -Q{VX )]
+ e-j * {hi
*2hk+SDi
-
k) [Q{Ui) -Q(U2 )] + e jfi{hi+2hk+SDi ' k) [Q(VA ) -Q(V2 )]
+2cos{$hi )e-j *SDi-\Q{W2 )-Q{Wx )Y2cos($hi )e j tSDi- k[Q{Y2 )-Q{Y1 )]
+2cos(PAi)[e-J
'
p(2**+5Di '*, [CJ(P/2 )-(?(^3)]+e
iP(2A*+OTi '*) [C>(r2 )-C>(i
r
3)] ] }
where Q{x) =Ci (x) -j-(Si (x) Jf°°*iZL<^j.f*l£l3±dy
t7 = P [sJD
2
iik+ {SDitk-h ± ) 2 + (SD^-hJ
V =p [^DiaiJt+ (SDif k-hj) 2- (SDif jt-iti)
cr' =p /dC+ UJD~~+hJ 2 - (SDj^+Ai)
C71= P [/Dl k+ (SDiik-hd+hk ) 2 + (SDif jt-^+liJ
V1= p [^lfJt+ lsD~~^h^) 2 - (5Di/Jt-/2i+^)]
t/2
= P [^V {SD^h^) 2 - (5Di/JC+ ili+^)]
C73
= P [p 2ik+ {SDiik-hi+2hk ) 2 + (SZ^-^ +2^) ]
V3 = P [v/D
2
/
^(5I?i/k-hi +2hJf ) 2 -(SDi/J,-ii i + 2i2 Jc )]
C/4 = P ^2??.*+ (-5^,^+2^) 2 - (SD^+hi +2^
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V4 = P [jD
2
iik+ (SDiik+hd +2hk ) 2 + {SDiik*h^2h¥ )\
^i = P y/Dl k+SDl k-SDifi
W2 = $ [/Dl k+ (SDiik+hk ) 2 - lSDitk+hk )
y2 =p yJDi k+ (SDiik+hk) 2 + {SDitk+hk )
tf
3
= p 1/!)^+ (SDiik+2hk) 2 - (SD^+2^)
y
3
= P [^(DJV (SDlik+2hk ) 2 + (SDi/k+2hk )
The Dik terms in equations 15.10 and 15.11 are the perpen-
dicular distances between the i^+l and k^+l elements given by
jt-i
0i.*=£ic,i=£<4-sin(Y) (15.12)
The SDik terms for equation 15.11 are the vertical distance
from the center of the i^+l dipole to the z coordinate of the
nearest end of the k^+l dipole and are given by
Jc-1
^i. Jc=^jt,i=E dn,cos(Y) -^ (15.13)
For ground planes with high conductivities relative to
the operating frequency, it is necessary to compute equation
15.7, [ZI] , for the mutual impedances between the elements and
their images. The main diagonal terms (ZI M ) are the mutual
impedances between the i^+l dipole and its own image. These
Z
i(i
terms are calculated from the mutual impedance equation for
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iP(h J. +hi i
,
i)p (t73) _ C)(t/i)J+e
-JP(^^i J, i ) ln
e JP( 3^Aj J , i ) ( ) _Q{ v)1 + e -jP(3Ai^ i , i ) ln
[Ai iti^2A i
L J JAi^+3/2,






+2cos(pAi )e iP(2h *+M^ ) [C>(r2 )-£)(l'3)]
+ 2cos(pii i )e"J
'
p(2^ +hii- ) ln
2,2 ^2.
where Q(x) =Ci (x) -j-Si (x) =| cos (y) dy-j-J sin(y) dy
C7 = p [[dTT+ (hi iik-h± ) 2 + (Ai^j,-^) ]
^=P [^i2 . Jt+ (iii ifJk-/ii ) 2 -(Ai ifJt-A i )_
C7
/
=p [^4+ (Ai if jt+Aj) 2 - (hi^+hi)'
V>p [^V^ii^JMAi^+A;)]
t71= p [^>f,*+ (Ai if *-Ai+A*)MAi if ,-Ai+A*)]








- {hiiik-h^hk ) ]
t/2 = p [/5]> (Ai i#^A^AJ 2 - (Ai i(Jt+Ai+ A*) ]
t/3 = P [pl k^{hi iik-hi+2hk)^{hi iik-h^2hk )]
V3 = $ [^ *+ (Ai^-A^A*) 2 - (hi iik-hi+2hk ) ]
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c/4 = p [pl k+ (hiiik+hd+2hk ) 2 - (hiiik+h^2hk)]
^ = yDl k+(hi iik+hi+2hk ) 2*(hi iik*hi+ 2hk )]
i=P [^.jt+Ail.jt-Aii.J ^ = P [/Dl k+hil k+hi ifk]
w2 =$ plrk+ ihiiik+hk) 2 - ihiiik+hk )
F2 = p [^liJt+ (hi iik+hk ) 2 + (hi itk+hk )
^
3
= P [^2>ff *+ (hi i>k+2hk) 2- (hiitk+2hk )
y3 = p [^ (Df, *+ (hi iik+2hk )
2 + (M i/Jc+2^)
The symbol hiM in equation 15.14 is the height of the i^+l
dipole above the nearest end of its own image, and with i=k is
obtained from
hii.k=Hi+Hk~hk 15.15)
The off -diagonal mutual impedances between the dipoles and the
images (ZI ik ) are found using equation 15.13, except the Q(x)
arguments are those given for equation 15.14, but with SDik
replaced by hi ik from equation 15.15.
The function Q(x) given by equation 15.9 is defined in
terms of sine [Si (x) ] and cosine [Ci (x) ] integrals. Mathcad
is incapable of evaluating Si (x) and Ci(x) directly, so a
series expansion and polynomial approximation are written into
the Mathcad code for both the sine and cosine integrals to
evaluate the functions Q(x). The arguments for Q(x) are
always real, so it is unnecessary to find Si (x) and Ci (x)
expressions valid for complex numbers. For arguments less
than one, Si(x) and Ci (x) are evaluated by series expansions
given by [Ref 9: p. 232]
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(-l) n xv 2n+l
£$ (2/3+1) (2/2+1) !
Ci (x) =y + ln (x) +V }~\ ) " x ]
n
£Z (2/3) (2/3) !
where y=0 . 5772156649
(15.16)
(15.17)
For arguments greater than one, Si(x) and Ci (x) are
defined in terms of two auxiliary functions, f (x) and g(x)
given by [Ref 9: p. 233]
f(x) =


















jb2 = 322. 624911
&3 =570. 236280














6 +b2x A +jb3x 2 +jb4 ,
e(x)
|g(x) I < 3-10"7
2^=48.196927
b2 =482. 485984






The sine and cosine integral functions are then defined in
terms of these auxiliary functions by [Ref 9: p. 232]
Si (x) =— -f(x) cos (x) -g(x) sin(x)




In addition to the mutual impedance matrices, it is
necessary to calculate the short circuit admittance matrix to
determine the elemental current distribution. The short













where the diagonal terms are given by
YQiQ = -jYQcot($dQ ) and y(w_ 1)/(w_ 1)^/ T-jy cot(Pdw. 1 )




and the off diagonal terms are given by
Y(n-l).n=Yn,(n-l)=-J Y CSc(^dn _ 1 )
The term Y is the characteristic admittance of the trans-
mission line given by the input (ADM), and Y' T is given by
,_..
cosl^l]






where ZT is the termination impedance input (TIMP)
.
The ground conductivity relative to the operating
frequency (c
rel )






to determine which equation to use for the array's current
distribution. A surface with a relative conductivity greater
than 2 is considered to be highly conductive relative to the
transmitted frequency and the current distribution is given by
[Ref 10: p. 342]
[JB]={[0] + [Y] [Z] + [Y] [ZI])- 1 [IREF] (15.25)
where [U] is the N X N identity matrix. The entries of the
[IB] matrix are the base currents of the dipole elements. The
matrix [IREF] represents the input current to which the [IB]
distribution is referenced. Since the current input is only
to the feed at the center of the first element, and since the
input current is sinusoidal with a maximum of unity, [IREF] is
a 1 X N matrix with a one as the first entry and N-l zeroes in
the remaining positions.
For surfaces with a relative conductivity of less than
20, the mutual impedances due to the images are neglected and
the current distribution is given by
[IB]={[U] + [Y] [Z]}~ 1 [IREF] (15.26)
The electric field equations are referenced to the
current maxima values for the dipole elements, [I] , which are
obtained from the [IB] matrix using [Ref 6: p. 209]
Ji= . * : (15.27)1 sm(ph i )
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The mutual impedance calculations are not valid when any
element length is an exact integer multiple of the wavelength.
When this occurs, there is a singularity error in the mutual
impedance calculations, and it is necessary to vary the
frequency such that no element is an exact integer multiple of
the wavelength. The change required is only one or two
percent, and the predicted radiation parameters are still a
good estimate of those for the original frequency.
The electric field for the vertical log-periodic array is
obtained for each individual dipole in a manner analogous to
that used for the vertical dipole discussed in Chapter 4. The
equations for the individual elements are combined into a
single expression for the array's total electric field by the
array factor. The array factor for the vertical log-periodic
array is [Ref 6 p. 222]
N-l








j$Yj,sec (o 2 + a 3 ) [cos (6) sin(o 2+a 3 ) +sin(8)cos (a 2 + o 3 ) sin(<|>) ]







The first two terms inside the brackets of equation 15.28
represent the space wave, the third term represents the
surface wave, and I; is the current term for each element based
on a sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity. The
array factor is combined with the element factor to find the
expression for the total radiated electric field given by
E _ j60e-X* A+jB
» R sin(6) (15.30)
The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant of 0=0 and 0=7r/2 for 312 discrete
values of 6 which are equally incremented from -it/2 to tt/2 :
h
;
half-length of the i^+l dipole (meters)
Hi height of the i^+l dipole (meters)
Yj y coordinate of the i^+l dipole
I; current for the i^+l dipole
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
/8 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e






vertical surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 with 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The space wave and surface wave results
are combined for corresponding values of 6 to obtain the total
radiated electric field distribution for the 0=0 and 0=7r/2
vertical planes. The space wave, surface wave, and total
electric field results are then normalized with respect to the
maximum field intensity of each, and the normalized magnitudes
are plotted for each discrete 6 to depict the radiation
patterns. The Mathcad vertical log-periodic dipole array
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application computes the space wave, surface wave, and total
electric field radiation patterns and radiation. parameters in
the 0=0 and </>=7r/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (w) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0 W ) as <f> varies from to 2ir in 312
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
Equations 3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equation
15.30 over the hemispherical Gaussian surface above the ground
plane at a fixed radius (R) from the array to find total
average radiated power (P
rad ) . With the discrete values of the
electric field and total average radiated power determined,
the Mathcad application predicts the following radiation
characteristics from the equations in Chapter 3
.
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective radiated isotropic power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
1,,^ maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, 0=90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, 6=90°)
An9l emax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^) , maximum
theoretical effective length (l,^)
,
and the elevation angle of
maximum directive gain (AnglemaJ are all determined for both
the 0=0 and <£=7r/2 vertical planes.
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As an example, the Mathcad vertical log -periodic array
application was executed with the following inputs:
number of elements 12
length of first dipole 3.246
length of second dipole 3.732
first separation distance 1.096
radius of first element 0.00325
height of antenna feed 8.0
frequency 10
-10 6
distance from the antenna 3000




angle from vertical to array axis 90°











Figures 15 . 2 through 15 . 7 are the space wave and surface wave
radiation patterns in the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes, and










FIGURE 15.2: Vertical log-
periodic space wave radiation
pattern for 0=0 vertical
plane.
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FIGURE 15.3: Vertical log-
periodic surface wave
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FIGURE 15.4: Vertical log-
periodic space wave radiation
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FIGURE 15.5: Vertical log-
periodic surface wave
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FIGURE 15.6: Vertical log-
periodic space wave radiation
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The following radiation parameters were predicted by the
Mathcad application for a sinusoidal current input of one Amp.
Total power radiated (Watts) 37.967
Radiation resistance (Ohms) 75.934
Numerical distance (vertical) 57.126
<6=0 <ft=7r/2
Directivity 3.415 12.176
EIRP (Watts) 129.656 462.272
Max eff area (sq meters) 244.578 872.012
Max eff length (meters) 14.038 26.506
Anglemax (degrees) 21.71 21.14
These results are consistent with expectations for this
particular configuration. Appendix D contains computer
hardcopies of additional example calculations for the vertical
log-periodic dipole array and compares predicted radiation
parameters to those expected based on previous calculations.
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XVI. THE HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED LOG-PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY
The orientation of the horizontally polarized log-
periodic dipole array is depicted in Figure 16.1, where N is
the number of dipoles, n is an index equal to 0,l,2..N-l, l
n
is the length of the n^+l dipole, d„ is the distance between
the n^+l and ^+2 dipole elements, H is the height of the
antenna feed above ground, H„ is the height of the n^+l dipole,
SF is the angle between the vertical axis and the array's
center axis, a is the angle between the array's center axis
and the lines which connect the tips of the elements, R is the
radial coordinate, 6 is the elevation coordinate, and </> is the
azimuth coordinate.
The Mathcad application for the horizontally polarized
log-periodic array requires the following inputs:
N number of dipole elements
1 length of the shortest dipole (meters)
1, length of the second shortest dipole (meters)
d distance between first two elements (meters)
rad radius of the shortest dipole (meters)
H feed height above ground plane (meters)
^ angle from vertical axis to array axis (degrees)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from array (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
a conductivity of ground plane
w elevation angle index (from Table 3.2)
ADM transmission line characteristic admittance
TIMP termination impedance connected to longest dipole
The user inputs the frequency for which the radiation
parameters discussed in Chapter 3 are computed. The lengths
122
Top View
























Horizontal Log -Per iodic Orientation
FIGURE 16.1: Spatial orientation of the horizontally
polarized log-periodic dipole array for its corresponding
Mathcad application.
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of the first two elements (1 and 1,) are used to calculate the
log-periodic relationship (t) given by [Ref 10: p. 317]
T =
•^n+1
(23=0,1,2. . . .N-2,N-1) (16.1)
The remaining element lengths (1 2 to 1N_,) are then found from
n+l (16.2)
As noted in equation 16.1, indices start at zero instead of 1,
so the index simply refers to the index-plus -one position in
terms of successive values for a given parameter. This is to
maintain continuity with Mathcad which also indexes from zero.
The dipole half-lengths (hj are found from l
n/2 . The radius
of the first element (rad ) is used to find remaining radii by
substituting rad„ and rad„ +1 for l n and ln+ , into equation 16.2.
The angle between the vertical axis and array axis W) can be
between 0° and 90°, and a is found from [Ref 10: p. 319]
-2-=(l-t)cot(o)




The remaining separations (d, to dN.2 ) are found from equation
16.3. Feed height (H ) can be greater than or equal to zero.
Distance from the array (R) must meet the far- field require-
ments of Chapter 3.C. The elevation angle index (w) sets the
6 coordinate for which a horizontal radiation pattern is
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determined. Table 3.2 lists possible indices and their cor-
responding elevation angles from .57° to 89.1°. in increments
of about 2.3°. Indices between those listed can be used to
interpolate a better estimate of a desired elevation. The
termination impedance (TIMP) is assumed to be connected to the
array's center axis opposite the feed at a distance of h,^/ 2
from the last element. Typical termination impedances are the
transmission line's matched impedance (complex conjugate) or
a short circuit (zero) . The characteristic admittance (ADM)
is just the inverse of the transmission line's characteristic
impedance. If computed lengths, separations and radii are not
desired, they can be entered manually on page two of the
application. Consult a Mathcad manual to be certain the
entries are made correctly.
The open circuit impedance matrices are calculated to
determine the current distribution among the dipole elements.
















Each main diagonal term (ZM ) is the self- impedance of the
i^+l dipole. The off -diagonal terms (Zik ) are the mutual
impedances between the i^+l and k^+l elements. Subscripts i
and k are matrix indices (0, 1, 2 . . . .N-l)
.
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The matrix of open circuit mutual impedances between the
























The main diagonal terms (ZI
i(i )
are the mutual impedances
between the i^+l element and its image, and the off -diagonal
terms (ZI ik ) are the mutual impedances between the i^+l element
and the image of the k^+l element.
The main diagonal self -impedance terms of equation 16.5





e•'"''[g'q.'-w] < 16 - 7 >
+ e
j2*hi [Q(V )-2Q(V1 )] +2[Q(U, )-Q(Ul )-Q(V1 )] +2Q(U, (i )[l +cos(2Vh i )] ]
x x
where Q(x) =Ci (x) -j-Si (x) = f cos {y) dy-j-f sin {y) dy (16 . 8)
oo
C7 = p \j2iadj +4hl-2hj\ UlQ =^/2^iadi V = p [^2rad|+4Ai+2i2i]
t/j = p [pradj+hj-h^ Vx-$ [^radj+hj+h^
The off -diagonal mutual impedance terms of equation 16.5
are given by [Ref 11]
z =z = £2
z
-* *•» cos[P(^ i -h^)]-cos[P(i2i +ii JC )]
(16.9)
[e^ (*i+A* ,p(C7 )-O(I71)-O(^)]+e^ (hi+w p(V' )-j?(Vi)-O(Vra )]
+2p(PP1/JC ) (cos [p ihrhk ) ] +cos [p (h±+hj ] )]
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wheie Q{x) =Ci (x) -j-Si (x) =? cos(y) dy - j-f sin(y) dy
l y { y
c/ =p yDiik+(hi+hk ) 2 - (hi+hk ) } v =p yDi k+(hd +hk)*+ it£*tk )
C// = p [/Dl^ihi-hJ 2 - (hrhk )
^i = P [jDl.t+hj-ht]
2^ = P [plk+hZ-h 2^ =P [VSI+5k+^J
The Dik terms are the distances between the i*+l and k^+l




For ground planes with high conductivities relative to
the operating frequency, it is necessary to compute equation
16.6, [ZI] , for the mutual impedances between the elements and
their images. The mutual impedance terms (ZIik ) are given by
equation 16.9 with the Q(x) arguments




t/2 = p [Jdil k+hi-hk]
v =p [Jdi!, k+ (hi+hk )
2 + (h^hk )
W =p [/dil^iht-hJt+Uit-hJ
v1= p [jdil^hj+h]
v2 = p [/dil k+hi*hk]
The di jk entries are the distance from the i^+l dipole to the
image of the k^+l dipole and are given by
di itk=^(Hi+Hk ) 2+(Ditksin(W)) (16 .11)
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The function Q(x) given by equation 16.8 is defined in
terms of sine [Si (x) ] and cosine [Ci(x)] integrals. Mathcad
is incapable of evaluating Si (x) and Ci (x) directly, so a
series expansion and polynomial approximation are written into
the Mathcad code for both the sine and cosine integrals to
evaluate the functions Q(x) . The arguments for Q(x) are
always real, so it is unnecessary to find Si (x) and Ci (x)
expressions valid for complex numbers.
For arguments greater than one, two auxiliary functions,
f (x) and g(x) are determined by [Ref 9: p. 233]
f(x) =





x B +b1x6 +b2x 4 +b2x 2+b4 j
+e(x) 16.12
where \e(x) I < 5-1 Cr7
a, =38. 027264 ^=40.021433
a 2 =265. 187033 jb2 = 322. 624911
a 3 =335. 677320 jb3 = 570. 236280




















a 2 = 302. 757865 £2 =482 .485984
a 3 =352. 018498 Jb3 = 1114. 978885
a
4
=21. 821899 jb4 =449. 690326
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and Si(x) and Ci (x) are defined in terms of these auxiliary
functions by [Ref 9: p. 232]
Si(x) =^-f (x)cos(x) -g(x)sin(x)
Ci (x) =f(x) sin(x) -g(x) cos (x)
(16 .14)
(16 .15)
For arguments less than one, Si (x) and Ci (x) are
evaluated by series expansions given by [Ref 9: p. 232]
Si(x)=£ (-1)" xn y2n+l
^ (222+1) (2/3+1) !
(-l) n x 2nCi(x) =y+ln(x) +£
(16.16)
(16 .17)
£( (2n) (2n) !
where y=0 . 5772156649
It is also necessary to calculate the short circuit
admittance matrix to find the elemental current distribution.










Y{N-2), (N-2) Y(N-2),(N-2) Y(N-2),(N-1)
" Y(N-1) , {N-2) Y(N-1) {N-l)
where the diagonal terms are given by
r0/0=-jyocot(Pd ) and Y{N_±) # {N_V = Y/ T-jY cot ftd^J
and for < n < N-l
:
Yn,n' • *V 2) , {N. 2) = ~J Y (C0t (Pdn.,) +COS (pdj
and t£e off diagonal terms are given by
Y{n-l).n= YnAn-l)=-J YoCScW (ln-l)
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The term Y is the transmission line's characteristic admit
tance obtained from the input (ADM)
,






Yf T=Y * ±-L ±-L (16.19)
A.
Y ZjCoa P-p +j'sinp XN-1
2
The ground conductivity relative to the operating
frequency (<JKl ) is then computed by [Ref 6: p. 640]





A surface with a relative conductivity greater than 20 is
considered to be highly conductive relative to the frequency
and the current distribution is given by [Ref 10: p. 342]
[IB]={[U] + [Y] [Z] + [Y] [ZI]}-'[IREF] (16.21)
where [U] is the N X N identity matrix. The entries of the
[IB] matrix are the base currents of the dipole elements. The
matrix [IREF] represents the input current to which the [IB]
distribution is referenced. Since the current is input only
to the feed at the center of the first element, and since the
input current is sinusoidal with a maximum of unity, [IREF] is
a 1 X N matrix with a one as the first entry and N-l zeroes in
the remaining positions.
For surfaces with a relative conductivity of less than
20, the mutual impedances due to the image elements are
neglected and the current distribution is given by
[IB]={ [U] + [Y] [Z]} 1 [IREF] (16.22)
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The electric field equations are referenced to the
current maxima values for the dipole elements, '[I] , which are







The mutual impedance calculations are not valid when any
element length is an exact integer multiple of the wavelength.
When this occurs, there is a singularity error in the mutual
impedance calculations, and it is necessary to vary the
frequency such that no element is exactly an integer multiple
of the wavelength. The change required is only a percent or
two, and the predicted radiation parameters are still a good
estimate of those for the original frequency.
The electric field for the horizontal log-periodic array
is obtained for each individual dipole in a manner analogous
to that for the vertical dipole discussed in Chapter 4. The
equations for the individual elements are combined into a
single expression for the array's total electric field by the
array factors. The array factors for the horizontal log-
periodic array are [Ref 6: p. 214]
N-l
SQ=Y, Iilcosfih^cos (6) cos (T) +sin (6) sin (T) sin (4>) )]-cos ( $h± )]
i=0
1+Y e~j2*HiCOS{Q) +(l-r ) F c -J2tHiCOB{6) y/^
2
-sin2 (6) (16.24)v v e
n 2cos(Q)





=£ Ji[cos[P/2i(cos (0) cos (T) +sin (0) sin (T) sin ($) )]-cos (pi2i )]
2 =
[l +rhe















The first two terms inside the brackets of equations
16.24 and 16.25 represent the space wave, the third term
represents the surface wave, and Ij is the current term for
each element based on a sinusoidal current input with a
maximum of unity. The array factors are combined with the
element factors to find the total radiated electric field
equation, and the expression for the radiated electric field
distribution of the horizontal log-periodic dipole array is
given by [Ref 6: p. 213]
j60e -JP* cos (») cos (6) s (16.27)6 R l-sin2 (0)cos 2 (<|>) e
j60e-»* sin<4» (1628)
* R l-sin2 (0)cos 2 (0) *
The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant 4> of 0=0 and <£=7r/2 for 312 discrete
values of 6 which are equally incremented from -7r/2 to 7r/2
:
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hj half-length of the i^+l dipole (meters)
Hj height of the i^+l dipole (meters)
Yj y coordinate of the i^+l dipole
I; current for the i^+l dipole
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
j8 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)
Pm complex numerical distance (horizontal polarization)
rv vertical reflection coefficient
rh horizontal reflection coefficient
Fe vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
The calculated variables are used to evaluate the
radiated far- field space wave and surface wave for the
discrete values of 6 with 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The space wave and
surface wave results are combined for corresponding values of
9 to obtain the total radiated electric field distribution for
the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes. The space wave, surface
wave, and total electric field results are then normalized
with respect to the maximum field intensity of each, and the
normalized magnitudes are plotted for each discrete 6 to
depict the radiation patterns. The Mathcad horizontal log-
periodic dipole array application computes the space wave,
surface wave, and total electric field radiation patterns and
radiation parameters in the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (w) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0W ) as varies from to 2ir in 312
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
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Equations 3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations
16.27 and 16.28 over the hemispherical Gaussian surface above
the ground plane at a fixed radius (R) from the array to find
total average radiated power (P
rad ) . With the discrete values
of the electric field and total average radiated power
determined, the Mathcad application predicts the following
radiation characteristics from the equations in Chapter 3
:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective radiated isotropic power (Watts)
AmiX maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
1,,^ maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, 0=90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, 0=90°)
^g^ma* .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^) , maximum
theoretical effective length (1^) , and elevation angle of the
directivity (Anglemax ) are determined for both vertical planes.
As an example, the Mathcad horizontal log -periodic array
application was executed with the following inputs:
number of elements 12
length of first dipole 3.246 meters
length of second dipole 3.732 meters
first separation distance 1.096 meters
radius of first element 0.00325 meters
height of antenna feed 8 . meters
frequency 20 -10 6 Hertz
distance from the antenna 3 000 meters
relative dielectric constant 4
ground conductivity 5-10 3
characteristic admittance 1/450
termination impedance Ohms
angle from vertical to array axis 90°
elevation angle index 285 («17°)
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Figures 16.2 through 16.7 are the space wave and surface wave
radiation patterns in the 0=0 and 0=tt/2 vertical planes, and
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FIGURE 16.2: Horizontal log-
periodic space wave radiation
pattern for 0=0 vertical
plane
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FIGURE 16.3: Horizontal log-
periodic surface wave
radiation pattern for 0=0
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FIGURE 16.5: Horizontal log-
periodic surface wave
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FIGURE 16.6: Horizontal log-
periodic space wave radiation
pattern for horizontal plane.
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The following radiation parameters were predicted by
the Mathcad application for a sinusoidal current input of one
Amp. The predicted radiation parameters are:






Max eff area (sq meters)
Max eff length (meters)
Angle,,^ (degrees)
These results are consistent with expectations for this
particular configuration. Appendix E contains computer
hardcopies of additional example calculations for the
horizontal log-periodic dipole array and compares predicted














XVII. THE HORIZONTAL YAGI-UDA ARRAY
The orientation of the horizontal Yagi-Uda array is
depicted in Figure 17.1, where lm is the length of the
current driven element, NR is the number of parasitic
reflector elements, ND is the number of parasitic director
elements, n is an index equal to 0, 1, 2 . .NR+ND, and l n is the
length of the n^+l element starting with the outermost
reflector and counting consecutively toward the opposite end.
The d,, terms are the separation distances between the n^+l and
^+2 elements, H is the height of all antenna elements above
ground, R is the radial coordinate, 6 is the elevation
coordinate, and
<f> is the azimuth coordinate.
The Mathcad application for the horizontal Yagi-Uda array
requires the following inputs:
NR number of reflector elements
ND number of director elements
l
n
length of the n^+l element (meters)
d,, distance between n^+l and ^+2 elements (meters)
rad,, radius of the n^+l element (meters)
H antenna height above ground plane (meters)
f 5 operational frequency (Hertz)
R distance from array (meters)
e
r
relative dielectric constant of ground plane
a conductivity of ground plane
w elevation angle index (from Table 3.2)
Unlike the log-periodic applications, all element
lengths, radii, and separation distances must be input
manually on page two of the application. Consult a Mathcad










































































FIGURE 17.1: Spatial orientation of the horizontal Yagi-Uda
array for its corresponding Mathcad application.
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inputs the frequency for which the radiation parameters
discussed in Chapter 3 are calculated. As noted in the first
paragraph, indices start at zero instead of 1, so the index
simply refers to the index-plus-one position in terms of
successive values for a given parameter. This is to maintain
continuity with Mathcad which also indexes from zero. The
dipole half-lengths (hj are found from l n/2 . Antenna height
(H ) can be any value greater than or equal to zero, and the
distance from the array (R) must meet the far- field
requirements of Chapter 3.C. The elevation angle index (w)
sets the 6 coordinate for which a horizontal radiation pattern
is determined. Table 3.2 lists possible indices and their
corresponding elevation angles from .57° to 89.1° in
increments of about 2.3°. Indices between those listed can be
used to interpolate a better approximation of a desired
elevation.
The open circuit impedance matrices are calculated to
determine the current distribution among the dipole elements.





















Each main diagonal term (ZM ) is the self impedance of the i*+l
element. The off -diagonal terms (Zjk ) are the mutual
impedances between the i^+l and k^+l elements. Subscripts i
and k are matrix indices (0, 1, 2 . . . .NR+ND)
.
The matrix of open circuit mutual impedances between the

















The main diagonal terms (ZI
j(i ) are the mutual impedances
between the i^+l element and its image, and the off -diagonal
terms (ZI ik ) are the mutual impedances between the i^+l element
and the image of the k^+l element.
The main diagonal self - impedance terms of equation 17.1
are found from [Ref 6: pp. 205-206]
Z, .-=
60
2 ' 2 l-cos(2phi )
.[a'***' [Q{U )-2Q(Uj] (17.3)
+ e
j2*hi [Q{VQ )-2Q{V1 )y2[Q{U' )-Q{U1 )-Q{V1 )y2Q(Ul )[l +cos(2$h i )) ]
wh
X X
ere Q(x) =Ci (x) -j-Si (x) =f cos (y) dy-j-f
sin(y) dy (17.4)





i -h i Vx -P yiradj^hl+h^
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The off -diagonal mutual impedance terms of equation 17.1
are given by [Ref 11]
^i,k~^k, r
60
cos [p (h ± -hk ) ] -cos [p (h^hk ) ]
(17.5)
[e-J * ihi+hk) [Q(UQ ) -Q{UX ) -Q{U2 )Ye^ {h^\Q{VQ ) -Q{VX ) -Q(V2 )]
+ e~
J* {h*~h
'*[Q(U,Q-Q(V1 ) -0(U2 )] + e j?{h^ ) [Q(V, ) -Q{UX ) -Q(V2 )]
+2£>(|j£>i#Jt)(cos [p (hrhk ) ] +cos [p (hi+hk ) ] )]
X X
where Q(x) =Ci (x) -j-Si (x) =? cos(^ dy - j-f sin(y) dy
J V J V
C7 = P [p!>k^{h^hk ) 2-(h^hk )}
C7
/
= P [lDl k+{hrhk)*-{hrhk )
&i=P [JDl^hl-h^
t/
2 =p [/Dl k+hi-hk]
y = P [/Dl k+ (h1+hk ) 2+(h^hk )]
?i=P [pik+hl+h^
^
2 = P [JDl k+hl+hk]
The Dik terms are the distances between the i^+l and k^+l
dipole elements and are given by
Jc-l
Vi.k=°k,i = Y, dn (17.6)
The mutual impedances between the actual elements and
their images must also be computed to determine the elemental
current distribution. The mutual impedance terms of equation
17.2 (ZI ik ) are given by equation 17.5, except the Dik terms in
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the Q (x) arguments are replaced by di ik terms which represent
the distance from the i^+l element to the image of the k^+l
element and are given by [Ref 6: pp. 2 05-208]
di iikrjHl+Dl k (17.7)
The function Q(x) given by equations 17.4 is defined in
terms of sine [Si(x)] and cosine [Ci (x) ] integrals. Mathcad
is incapable of evaluating Si (x) and Ci (x) directly, so a
series expansion and polynomial approximation are written into
the Mathcad code for both the sine and cosine integrals to
evaluate the functions Q(x). The arguments for Q(x) are
always real, so it is unnecessary to find Si (x) and Ci (x)
expressions valid for complex numbers.
For arguments less than one, Si (x) and Ci (x) are
evaluated by series expansions given by [Ref 9: p. 232]
(-D n x„2n+lSi{x)
-X (i^ih^nn <17 - 8)
aw-T+iBM+g ±rai (17 - 9)
where y=0 . 5772156649
For arguments greater than one, Si (x) and Ci (x) are
expressed in terms of auxiliary functions, f (x) and g (x) ,
given by Ref 9: p. 232]
Si (x) =— -f(x)cos (x) -g(x) sin(x) (17 .10)
Ci(x) =f (x)sin(x) -gix)cos(x) (17 .11)
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The auxiliary functions f (x) and g(x) are evaluated by the
polynomial approximations [Ref 9: p. 233]
/ v 8
fU)=-X
x° + a 1x° + a2x*+a 3x'+a
2 + * \
4
^




















x 8+b1x 6 +b2x* +b2x 2 +b4













jb3 = 1114. 978885
jb4 =449. 690326
When the mutual impedances are found, the array's base
current distribution is computed from [Ref 10 p. 258-259]




r =rl h,0 L h I 6=0'
1-n
1+n
and n is the complex index of refraction. The entries of the
[IB] matrix are the base currents of the dipole elements, and
[VREF] is the voltage matrix to which the [IB] distribution is
referenced. Since the Yagi-Uda has only one driven element
(corresponding to the NR* index) , and since a sinusoidal
voltage response with a maximum of unity is assumed across the
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input terminals, [VREF] is a 1 X NR+ND matrix with a 1 as the
NR* entry and NR+ND- 1 zeroes in the remaining positions. The
electric field equations are referenced to the current maxima
values for the dipole elements, [I] , which are determined from
the [IB] matrix using [Ref 6 p. 209]
Id= ,
* (17.15)
The mutual impedance calculations are not valid when any
element length is an exact integer multiple of the wavelength.
When this occurs, there is a singularity error in the mutual
impedance calculations, and it is necessary to vary the
frequency such that no element is exactly an integer multiple
of the wavelength. The change required is only a percent or
two, and the predicted radiation parameters are still a good
estimate of those for the original frequency.
The electric field for the horizontal Yagi-Uda array is
obtained for each element in a manner analogous to that used
for the vertical dipole in Chapter 4. The equations for the
individual elements are simplified into two expressions for
the array's electric field components by the array factor.
The Yagi-Uda' s array factor is given by [Ref 6: p. 204]
NR+ND-l
s = E -fi[cos[pi3 i(sin(e)sin(4>))]-cos(Phi )] e^^ 1"'8181"'* 1 (17.16;
2 =
where Yd is the y coordinate for the i th+l element given by
i-1
Yi = Y, dn (17.17)
n=0
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The array factor is multiplied by the element factors to
find the equations for the total radiated electric field
distribution of the horizontal Yagi-Uda array,









^- SinMe)L in2(e) _^ 2 -sin2 (e) cos(e) )
n 2 n 2
E =j60±^ *i£l$} e j*H°c°8{6} (S) • (17.19)
R l-sin2 (0)cos 2 (e)
[l +rhe-
j2*H°cos{e) + (l-rh ) Fme
-^P«ocos(e)j
The first two terms inside the brackets of each equation are
the space wave, the third terms are the surface wave, and I
;
is the current term for each element based on a sinusoidal
voltage across the input terminals with a maximum of unity.
The requested inputs are used to calculate the following
variables using a constant
<f) of 0=0 and #=7r/2 for 312 discrete
values of $ which are equally incremented from -7r/2 to 7r/2
:
hj half-length of the i^+l element (meters)
Y
;
y coordinate of the i^+l element
I
;
current for the i^+l element
X5 wavelength of the operational frequency (meters)
j8 free space wavenumber for operational frequency
n index of refraction
P
e
complex numerical distance (vertical polarization)




rh horizontal reflection coefficient
F
e
vertical surface wave attenuation factor
Fm horizontal surface wave attenuation factor
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The calculated variables are used to evaluate the far-
field space wave and surface wave for the discrete values of
6 with 0=0 and 0=7r/2 . The space wave and surface wave results
are combined for corresponding values of 6 to obtain the total
radiated electric field distribution for the 0=0 and 0=7r/2
vertical planes. The space wave, surface wave, and total
electric field results are then normalized with respect to the
maximum field intensity of each, and the normalized magnitudes
are plotted for each discrete $ to depict the radiation
patterns. The Mathcad horizontal Yagi-Uda array application
computes the space wave, surface wave, and total electric
field radiation patterns and radiation parameters in the 0=0
and 0=7r/2 vertical planes.
The variables corresponding to the selected elevation
angle index (w) are used to evaluate the radiated electric
field components for the space wave and surface wave at the
fixed elevation angle (0W ) as varies from to 2ir in 312
equal increments. The horizontal radiation patterns are then
plotted for the space wave, surface wave, and total radiated
electric field just as those for the vertical planes.
Equations 3.8 and 3.9 are used to integrate equations
17.18 and 17.19 over the hemispherical Gaussian surface above
the ground plane at a fixed radius (R) from the array to find
total average radiated power (P
rad ) . Since the Yagi-Uda current
distribution is referenced to a sinusoidal voltage input with
a maximum of unity, the radiation resistance can not be
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calculated from equation 3.10 as in previous applications.
Instead, radiation resistance must be found with respect to
the unity voltage input using
I vl 2 I vl 2
Prad= ' 1 or R rfiH= 1 I (17.20)z 2Rrad ™d 2Pzad
With the discrete values of the electric field and total
average radiated power, the Mathcad application predicts the
following radiation characteristics from Chapter 3:
R
rad radiation resistance (Ohms)
D directivity
EIRP effective radiated isotropic power (Watts)
A^ maximum theoretical effective area (square meters)
lmax maximum theoretical effective length (meters)
P
e
numerical distance (vertical polarization, = 90°)
Pm numerical distance (horizontal polarization, = 90°)
Anglemax .elevation angle of maximum directive gain (degrees)
The directivity (D ) , effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP) , maximum theoretical effective area (A^J , maximum
theoretical effective length (l max ) , and elevation angle of the
directivity (Anglemax ) are determined for both vertical planes.
As an example, the Mathcad horizontal Yagi-Uda array
application was executed with the following inputs:
number of reflectors 1
number of directors 1
element lengths 15.6, 15, and 14 meters
element separations 7.5 and 6.5 meters
element radii 0.001, 0.001, and 0.001 meters
height of antenna 8.0 meters
frequency 10 -10 6 Hertz
distance from the antenna 3000 meters
relative dielectric constant 72
ground conductivity 4
elevation angle index 285 («17°)
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Figures 17.2 through 17.7 are the space wave and surface wave
radiation patterns in the 0=0 and 0=7r/2 vertical planes, and
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FIGURE 17.2: Horizontal
Yagi-Uda space wave radiation
pattern for 0=0 vertical
plane.
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FIGURE 17.3: Horizontal
Yagi-Uda surface wave
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FIGURE 17.4: Horizontal
Yagi-Uda space wave radiation
































Yagi-Uda space wave radiation
pattern for horizontal plane.
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The predicted radiation parameters based on a one volt
response across the input terminals are:






Max eff area (sq meters)


















These results are consistent with expectations for this
particular configuration. Appendix F contains computer
hardcopies of additional example calculations for the
horizontal Yagi-Uda array and compares predicted radiation
parameters to those expected based on previous calculations.
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XVIII. REMARKS AND CONCLUSION
This thesis is the culmination of nine months of research
and computer programming. No new electric field equations
were derived exclusively for this project. It was directed by
NAVMARINTCEN prior to commencing that existing electric field
equations would provide the basis for the radiation parameter
predictions. The expressions used in this thesis are all
previously derived by pioneers in antenna radiation theory
such as Sommerfeld, Norton, Cox, King, Ma, and Walters. The
equations are compiled here solely for the purpose of
crediting the source references and to describe how the
Mathcad code was assembled.
The accuracy of the predicted radiation characteristics
is totally dependent upon the extent to which the equations
used realistically model the actual radiated electric fields
of the antennas. It is near impossible to obtain analytic
results which accurately model an antenna's radiation
characteristics in all cases. There are too many operational
and environmental variables to obtain one general, all-purpose
expression. Even if all possible variables could be accounted
for in a single expression, computer processing times would be
unacceptably long. The equations used herein are simple
enough to be evaluated by Mathcad in a reasonable length of
time, but the radiation parameter predictions are accurate
enough to be useful for antenna analysis.
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As addressed in appendices A-F, the equations presented
in previous chapters and evaluated by the Mathcad applications
provide radiation parameters consistent with expectations for
the inputs which have been executed to date. All antenna
configurations which have been computed exhibit radiation
characteristics consistent with other computational programs
and empirically obtained patterns and parameters. There is no
way to test the accuracy of the Mathcad predictions other than
empirical measurements for each antenna configuration, clearly
a task beyond the scope and purpose of this report. However,
adequate analysis of the Mathcad results has been provided to
demonstrate that the applications provide very good estimates
of antenna radiation parameters as a base level analysis tool.
Most of the applications have computations times under
ten minutes. However, even with the simplified equations used
by Mathcad, some of the applications can take upwards of two
hours to compute on a 33 MHz 80386 PC. The applications for
the rhombic, double rhomboid, and array (with more than four
to five elements) antennas can take an exorbitantly long time
for power calculations. For this reason, the applications
should be run on the fastest PC available; a 50 MHz 80486 is
preferable. Computation times can also be reduced by
computing only the radiation patterns until it is determined
which frequencies are of greatest interest. Then the average
power calculations for those frequencies can be executed.
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The Mathcad applications were written for NAVMARINTCEN to
provide antenna analysts with the capability to predict
radiation parameters based solely on antenna physical
dimensions and ground properties. The Mathcad results
computed thus far are consistent with expectations and are
most likely providing accurate predictions of actual antenna
radiation characteristics. Only extended use of the
applications and empirical confirmation of results will prove
out the accuracy of the Mathcad code. Results obtained thus




VERTICAL PIPOLE ARRAY COMPUTER OUTPUT
This appendix contains computer hardcopies from the Mathcad
vertical dipole application which show the input values and
predicted radiation characteristics for two sample calculations.
The configuration is a half -wave dipole at one quarter wavelength
above soil (e
r
=10 and j=10"2 ) for the first example and the same
configuration above seawater (e
r
=72 and a=4) for the second.
Reference 6 [p. 91] provides the radiation patterns and gain
predictions from several sources for the configuration in the
first example.
The elevation of maximum directive gain is slightly higher
for the Mathcad output than for those given in reference 6, but
the overall radiation patterns are very similar. The 4.17 (6.2
dB) value of directivity for Mathcad is quite a bit higher than
the maximum gain values of about zero dB in reference 6
.
However, since a half-wave dipole has a free-space directivity of
1.64 (2.1 dB) , one would expect the actual directivity to be
closer to the Mathcad prediction because of the effect of the
reflected wave (constructive and destructive interference) on the
space wave, and the lower total average radiated power resulting
from ground plane losses. The seawater example yields results
consistent with expectations. With respect to the soil example,
the seawater example's directivity is slightly higher due to a
stronger reflected wave, and the surface wave is stronger at
grazing angles (0«=9O°) due to higher conductivity.
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VERTICAL DIPOLE
This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated
with vertical thin-wire dipole antennas (diameter« wavelength). The antenna is
mounted vertically along the z-axis in a rectangular coordinate system with the feed
at the antenna's center at a set height above the surface. Required inputs are the
antenna length, feed height above the surface, transmitted frequency, distance from
the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the surface below the
antenna. The planar earth model is assumed m predicting radiation patterns.
Predicted operating frequencies assume that the antenna is a quarter- wavelength,
half-wavelength, three-quarter-wavelength, or full-wavelength dipole. A sinusoidal
current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. All radiation patterns are
normalized with respect to the maximum electric field intensity transmitted by the
antenna. Plotted radiation patterns are valid for any vertical plane passing through
the antenna axis. The electric field magnitudes to which the Radiation Patterns are








X, = 41 X2 := 21 3 3
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•<-k 2 X2 3 *3 •< h
Possible Operating Frequencies (Hertz)
- Dipole:
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Dinole: fA = 4.5- 107 X Dinole: f- = 6-10
Input the operating












Input the Height of
the Antenna Feed
(meters)
H ft := 2.5
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Radiation Patterns valid for any Vertical Plane passing through the Antenna
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Maximum Space Wave Electric Field
Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( Ma8E1 ) = 001733
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Maximum Surface Wave Electric Field
Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2) = 2.69275-10"
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Maximum Radiated Electric Field





cos(/3-h*cos(f )) - cos(/3h)
sin(0
-|-P-(» " H cof(C)) -J-p-(» +









Radtes = 2- power




Directivity (maximum Power Gain
assuming 100% Antenna efficiency) Directivity = 4.16784
Effective Isotropic Radiated
Power (EIRP) (Watts) Directivity power = 44.97225
Maximum Effective Area






(Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)








Pe l = 74.95924







This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated
with vertical thin-wire dipole antennas (diameter« wavelength). The antenna is
mounted vertically along the z-axis in a rectangular coordinate system with the feed
at the antenna's center at a set height above the surface. Required inputs are the
antenna length, feed height above the surface, transmitted frequency, distance from
the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the surface below the
antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting radiation patterns.
Predicted operating frequencies assume that the antenna is a quarter- wavelength,
half-wavelength, three-quarter-wavelength, or full-wavelength dipole. A sinusoidal
current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. All radiation patterns are
normalized with respect to the maximum electric field intensity transmitted by the
antenna. Plotted radiation patterns are valid for any vertical plane passing through
the antenna axis. The electric field magnitudes to which the Radiation Patterns are















Possible Operating Frequencies (Hertz)
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«r := 72 Input the ground
Conductivity
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Radiation Patterns valid for any Vertical Plane passing through the Antenna




































Maximum Space Wave Electric Field
Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MaSE1 ) = 0.03394
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Maximum Surface Wave Electric Field
Intensity (Volts per meter) ™»x ( MagE2 ) = 0.0333
1
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Radres = 2* power




Directivity (maximum Power Gain
assuming 100% Antenna efficiency) Directivity = 4.59967
Effective Isotropic Radiated
Power (EIRP) (Watts) Directivity -power = 173.14876
Maximum Effective Area






(Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
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I p 1 = n w>*y
Vertical Polarization I 0| ' U 'JSMM
Elevation Angle of Maximum
Ancle3 = f
®'^®*
Power Gain (Degrees) 8 I 8.55754
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APPENDIX Bt
VERTICAL MONOPOLE ARRAY COMPUTER OUTPUT
This appendix contains computer hardcopies from the Mathcad
vertical monopole application which show the input values and
predicted radiation characteristics for two sample calculations.
The configuration is a quarter-wave monopole above soil (e
r
=10 and
a=10"2 ) for the first example and the same configuration above
seawater (e
r
=72 and cr=4) for the second. Reference 6 [p. 89]
provides the radiation patterns and gain predictions from several
sources for the configuration in the first example.
The elevation of maximum directive gain is slightly higher
for the Mathcad output than for those given in reference 6, but
the overall radiation patterns are very similar. The 3.24 (5.1
dB) value of directivity for Mathcad is quite a bit higher than
the maximum gain values of about zero dB in reference 6
.
However, since a half -wave dipole has a free- space directivity of
1.64 (2.1 dB) , the actual directivity of a quarter-wave monopole
above a ground plane should be closer to the Mathcad prediction
because of the effect of the reflected wave (constructive and
destructive interference) on the space wave and the lower total
average radiated power resulting from ground plane losses. The
seawater example yields results consistent with expectations.
With respect to the soil example, the seawater example's
directivity is slightly higher due to a stronger reflected wave,




This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated
with vertical thin-wire monopole antennas (diameter« wavelength). The antenna
is mounted vertically along the z-axis in a rectangular coordinate system with the
feed at the origin. Required inputs are the antenna length* transmitted frequency,
distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the surface
below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting radiation
patterns. Predicted operating frequencies assume that the antenna is an eighth-
wavelength, quarter-wavelength, three-eighths-wavelength, or half-wavelength
monopole. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. All
radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electk field intensity
transmitted by the antenna. The electric field magnitudes to which the patterns are
normalized are displayed below their respective plots. Radiation patterns are valid
for any vertical plane passing through the z-axis, because the radiation pattern is
symmetrical with respect to phi. Polarization is vertical for all vertical monopoles.
Input the Monopole
length in meters
h = 7.5 1 :- 2h
Wavelengths and Frequencies





Possible Operating Frequencies (Hertz)
— Monopole: f« = 5*10
X 7
— Monopole: f£ = 1 • 10
— Monopole: f-* = 1.5-10 - Monopole: f| = 2*10
Input the operating r
._ in. iq& Input the Distance from « ._ ^rjnn








Radiation Patterns valid for any Vertical Plane passing through the Antenna
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Maximum Surface Wave Field Intensity
_l
(Volts per meter) max ( MagE2 ) = 8.23677- 10
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Combined Space and Surface Wave Pattern
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Radres = 2- power
Total Power Radiated (Watts) power = 5.74454
Radiation Resistance (Ohms) Radres = 11.48908
Directivity (maximum Power Gain
assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency) Directivity = 3.23898
Effective Isotropic Radiated
Power (EIRP) (Watts) Directivity power = 18.60648
Maximum Effective Area







(Along Radial of Directivity)
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This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated
with vertical thin-wire monopole antennas (diameter« wavelength). The antenna
is mounted vertically along the z-axis in a rectangular coordinate system with the
feed at the origin. Required inputs are the antenna length, transmitted frequency,
distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the surface
below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting radiation
patterns. Predicted operating frequencies assume that the antenna is an eighth-
wavelength, quarter-wavelength, three-eighths-wavelength, or half-wavelength
monopole. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. All
radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electk field intensity
transmitted by the antenna. The electric field magnitudes to which the patterns are
normalized are displayed below their respective plots. Radiation patterns are valid
for any vertical plane passing through the z-axis, because the radiation pattern is
symmetrical with respect to phi Polarization is vertical for all vertical monopoles
Input the Monopole
length in meters
h := 7.5 1 = 2 h
Wavelengths and Frequencies
X, = 41 X2 := 21 4JT X4 = l
1
Possible Operating Frequencies (Hertz)
f, :- A
Monopole: f« = 5*10
X 7
- Monopole: f^ = 1 * 10
3-X 7
— Monopole: f* = 1.5*10 - Monopole: f# = 2-10
Input the operating r
._
.« ,q6 Input the Distance from « ._ yyno








Radiation Patterns valid for any Vertical Plane passing through the Antenna
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Maximum Space Wave Electric Field
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Maximum Surface Wave Field Intensity
(Volts per meter) max ( MagE2) = 0.01976
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Maximum Radiated Electric Field






coslp hcos(f)) - cos(ph) ...




--'S)-Ir 2n cos( In - sin(0
cos(0-h'cos(£)) - cos(0-h) ...
















Radres = 2* power
Total Power Radiated (Watts) power = 16.19454
Radiation Resistance (Ohms) Radres = 32.38909
Directivity (maximum Power Gain
assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency) Directivity = 3.61503
Effective Isotropic Radiated
Power (EIRP) (Watts) Directivity-power = 58.54372
Maximum Effective Area
(Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)




(Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
r












HORIZONTAL DIPOLE ARRAY COMPUTER OUTPUT
This appendix contains computer hardcopies from the Mathcad
horizontal dipole application which show the input values and
predicted radiation characteristics for four sample calculations.
The configuration is a half -wave dipole at one- quarter, one- half
,
and three-quarters wavelengths above soil (e
r
=10 and a=10"2 ) for the
first three examples, respectively, and a half -wave dipole at one-
quarter wavelength above seawater (e
r
=72 and a=4) for the fourth.
Reference 6 [pp. 86-88] provides the radiation patterns and gain
predictions from several sources for the configurations in the
first three examples.
The radiation patterns and maximum directive gain computed by
the first three Mathcad examples are almost identical to the those
given in reference 6. The directivity predictions are slightly
higher for Mathcad, but the overall similarity between the
predicted radiation characteristics is noteworthy. The seawater
example also yields results consistent with expectations. With
respect to the soil example, the seawater example's directivity is
slightly higher due to a stronger reflected wave, and the surface
wave is slightly stronger at grazing angles (0*=9O°) due to higher
conductivity. For horizontal polarization, the higher conductivity
surface below the antenna does not result in a greatly enhanced




This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
horizontal thin-wire dipole antennas (diameter« wavelength). The antenna is
mounted above and parallel to the x-axis in a rectangular coordinate system. The
feed is at the center of the antenna at a set height directly above the origin.
Required inputs are the antenna length, feed height above the surface, transmitted
frequency, distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the
surface below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting
radiation patterns. Predicted operating frequencies assume that the antenna is a
quarter-wavelength, half-wavelength, three-quarter-wavelength, or full wave-
length dipole. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. All
radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electric field
intensity transmitted by the antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field
magnitudes to which the patterns are normalized are displayed below their
respective plots. The radiation patterns are plotted for the phi=0 and phi=pi/2
vertical planes parallel and perpendicular to the x-axis respectively. A horizontal
radiation pattern is plotted at an elevation selected by the index from the elevation
angle index table. Polarization is a combination of vertical and horizontal




Input the index of the elevation angle for
which to calculate the horizontal radiation




A, - 41 h 2l V= T x4 »i
** A2
f
3 = fA3 " k
Possible Operating Frequencies (Hertz)










Input the operating j ._ jq- 10
6,
X = — 3 —
Frequency (Hertz) 5 5 f- *5
Input the Height of ^ -. , Input the ground « - 30
Antenna Feed (meters) ° Dielectric Constant
Input the Distance
^ ._ ™q Input the ground 3- Iff 2




= R - H
o
-cos(0|)






- R + Hq-cos(S,)
If O OCOS ( Vi ) +
\ / 2
n
Complex Numerical Distance p
ffl
_
__i___|_. cos /0\ + L 2 _ ( sinf0^ 2
for Horizontal Polarization ' " ~ . /- N 2 I v v
" 1 V v v
2 * sin ( t/j
)
2










2 ' . /ifl \2
Horizontal Reflection Coefficient Th -
COS! )(£CO + Un - "W
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane (Perpendicular io Dipole)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElP) = 0.03632













Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagE2P ) = 1 .03856- 1
0"
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Max E-FteW Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE3P) = 0.03632
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane (Parallel to Dipole)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagElO ) = 0.03594
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagE20 ) = 3.84453- 10"
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagE30 ) = 0.03594
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElH) 0.02634






Max E-Field Intensity (Vohs per meter) max( MagE2H) = 2.62147- 10
186
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE3H) = 0.02634
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Total Power Radiated (Watts) power = 37.80286
Radiation Resistance (versus
Radfes = 75 ^572
Maximum Antenna Current)
(Ohms)
Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP = 5.23417 DirectivityO = 5.12535
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP- power = 197.86674 DirectivityO- power = 193.75275
Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)






-^ = 374.87006 -^ = 367.075864* 4-k
188
Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane









Vertical Polarization Horizontal Polarization
PeQ |
= 5.04617 |Pm l = 1.92562- 10*
Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)








\ 65.8954/ \ 89.85737/
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HORIZONTAL DIPOLE
This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
horizontal thin-wire dipole antennas (diameter« wavelength). The antenna is
mounted above and parallel to the x axis in a rectangular coordinate system. The
feed is at the center of the antenna at a set height directly above the origin.
Required inputs are the antenna length, feed height above the surface, transmitted
frequency, distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the
surface below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting
radiation patterns. Predicted operating frequencies assume that the antenna is a
quarter-wavelength, half-wavelength, three-quarter-wavelength, or full wave-
length dipole. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. All
radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electric field
intensity transmitted by the antenna in the plane of interest The electric field
magnitudes to which the patterns are normalized are displayed below their
respective plots. The radiation patterns are plotted for the phi=0 and phi=pi/2
vertical planes parallel and perpendicular to the x-axis respectively. A horizontal
radiation pattern is plotted at an elevation selected by the index from the elevation
angle index table. Polarization is a combination of vertical and horizontal





Input the index of the elevation angle for
which to calculate the horizontal radiation












*3 " ' h
Possible Operating Frequencies (Hertz)
^ Dipole: f« = MO7A - Dipole: f2 = 2-10
7






^ _ 20- 10* X = — 8 -'
*
Frequency (Hertz) 5 5 f_ *5
Input the Height of
jj =76 ^nPut ^^e ground ._ ^n
Antenna Feed (meters) ° Dielectric Constant
Input the Distance
^ ._ ™q Input the ground ._ 3. in-2
from Antenna (meters) Conductivity:
Index of Refraction












Complex Numerical Distance ™ ._ ! - coz(6\ + - -
for Vertical Polarization ' - /a\2\ >> v 2Z'Smrcrij \ n
Complex Numerical Distance p ;= ±f^i . ,^ J 2 _ ( sin /^2)for Horizontal Polarization ~ . /ilN 2 I V '/ ^ V \ / /2-sin(0|)
2
















Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane (Perpendicular to Dipole)





Max E Field Intensity (Vohs per meter) max(MagElP) = 0.03737
Surface Wave Radiation Pattern (Phi=pi/2)
-0.5 0.5 1
Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2P) - 8.03309- 10-7
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane (Parallel to Dipole)
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-1 0.5 0.5 1
Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElO) = 0.01561
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagE20 ) = 1 .54902- 1
0"
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
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Max E-Field IntensKy (Vohs per meter) max(MagElH) = 0.03734







Max E-Field Intensity (Vohs per meter) max( MagE2H) = 1.62046- 10"
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Total Power Radiated (Walls) power = 27.68975
Radiation Resistance (versus „ « ec ,-.nc
., . . _
x
M. Kadres = 55.3795Maximum Antenna Current)
(Ohms)
Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP = 7.56408 DirectivityO = 1.32021
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP- power = 209.44744 DirectivityO- power = 36.55637
Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
( \m)
2
- DirectivityP ( \m)
2
- DirectivityO
^-^ = 135.43431 v ; = 23.638334* 4*
195
Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi - pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
Radres- (\*) • DirectivityP
= 8.92079 2
Radres- (\*) • DirectivHyO
— = 3.7269
480* 2 J 480-*
2
Numerical Distances
Vertical Polarization Horizontal Polarization
.4
PeQ - 15.283 Pm - 2.48%- 10
Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
/ 28.24089\ ^.Ml-MMSj
\ 28.24089/ \ 41.64818/
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HORIZONTAL DIPOLE
This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
horizontal thin-wire dipole antennas (diameter« wavelength). The antenna is
mounted above and parallel to the x-axis in a rectangular coordinate system. The
feed is at the center of the antenna at a set height directly above the origin.
Required inputs are the antenna length, feed height above the surface, transmitted
frequency, distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the
surface below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting
radiation patterns. Predicted operating frequencies assume that the antenna is a
quarter-wavelength, half-wavelength, three-quarter-wavelength, or full wave-
length dipole. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. All
radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electric field
intensity transmitted by the antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field
magnitudes to which the patterns are normalized are displayed below their
respective plots. The radiation patterns are plotted for the phi=0 and phi=pi/2
vertical planes parallel and perpendicular to the x-axis respectively. A horizontal
radiation pattern is plotted at an elevation selected by the index from the elevation
angle index table. Polarization is a combination of vertical and horizontal




Input the index of the elevation angle for
which to calculate the horizontal radiation
pattern (from the angle index table)
535
Wavelengths and Frequencies





Possible Operating Frequencies (Hertz)
















Frequency (Hertz) 5 5 f- \5
Input (he Height or „
-75 Input the ground «• - 30
Antenna Feed (meters) ° Dielectric Constant
Input the Distance «
._ *qqq Input the ground ._ 1. in-
2
from Antenna (meters) Conductivity:
Index of Refraction
Rdj = R - Hn cos(0,)
.
18000-0
n := Iff j
Rr, := R + H cos(<?,) J V
f5* 10
/








r «;,.«•*«• . *e« = icos(0|) +
For Vertical Polarization ~ //> \ 2 1 v '' 2/•smratj \ n
Complex Numerical Distance Pm '
"'
1 „ft / fl \ 12 ^i„/o\2\
forHorizon(alPo!«rizaUon
Pm
l ' I . ^i M,W + > " V""(1) J2-sin(0|)
2

















i) '_ Un ~ sinW (
cos(0,) (|n2 - sin(0j) 2
,
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane (Perpendicular to Dipole)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagElP) = 0.03799



























Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2P) = 6.21706- 10"
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane (Parallel to Dipole)
Space Wave Radiation Pattern (Phi=0)
yW.
0.5 0.3
Max E Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagElO ) = 0.03422









v x \ \-~i / x y-
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i mm










Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagE20 ) = 9.38091 • 10"
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElH) = 0.02972







Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE2H) = 1.14409- 10"
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Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP - 6.8304 DirectivityO = 5.54301
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP- power = 216.45893 DirectivityO' power = 175.66087
Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
( Ac)
2
- DirectivityP ( A*) 2 - DirectivityO^ = 54.35457 ±21 = 44.10985
A-TC 4-x
202
Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi - pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
Radres- ( \*) • DirectivityP
= 6.04592 2
480* 2




Vertical Polarization Horizontal Polarization
PeQ |
= 26.28165 IftnJ - 3.21687- 104
Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)
Phi - pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
,„ / 18.542 \ tg% / 89.85737 \
AngleP = AngleO =
\ 18.542/ \ 89.85737/
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HORIZONTAL DIPOLE
This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
horizontal thin-wire dipole antennas (diameter« wavelength). The antenna is
mounted above and parallel to the x-axis in a rectangular coordinate system. The
feed is at the center of the antenna at a set height directly above the origin.
Required inputs are the antenna length, feed height above the surface, transmitted
frequency, distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the
surface below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting
radiation patterns. Predicted operating frequencies assume that the antenna is a
quarter-wavelength, half-wavelength, three-quarter-wavelength, or full wave-
length dipole. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. AU
radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electric field
intensity transmitted by the antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field
magnitudes to which the patterns are normalized are displayed below then-
respective plots. The radiation patterns are plotted for the phi=0 and phi=pi/2
vertical planes parallel and perpendicular to the x-axis respectively. A horizontal
radiation pattern is plotted at an elevation selected by the index from the elevation
angle index table. Polarization is a combination of vertical and horizontal





Input the index of the elevation angle for
which to calculate the horizontal radiation
pattern (from the angle index table)
535
Wavelengths and Frequencies









Possible Operating Frequencies (Hertz)





^ Dipole: f3 = 7.5- 10
7
X Dipole: f4
= 1 • 10*
204
Input Ihe operating
f .. 5Q . 1Q6 X = — B -—
Frequency (Hertz) 5 ' fg X5
Input the Height of « _ 15 Input the ground n - 17
Antenna Feed (meters) * Dielectric Constant
Input the Distance «
_
^qqq Input the ground n = 4
from Antenna (meters) Conductivity:
Index of Refraction













Complex Numerical Distance p ._ ! cos ( 8 \ + -
for Vertical Polarization . . /*\2 ^ ^ _ 2






)r Honzontal Polarization • ~ /flN 2i \ / V V \ »/2 • sin / Vi
)
Vertical Reflection Coefficient rv| :=
(n 2.cos( g())-(jn 2 -sinW 2)











Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane (Perpendicular to Dipole)
















Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElP) = 0.03926
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2P) = 8.83121-10-9
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Max E-Field Intensity (Vohs per meter) max(MagE3P) = 0.03926
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane (Parallel to Dipole)
Space Wave Radiation Pattern (Phi=0)
0.5
-1
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElO) = 0.03925
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE20) = 3.2224- 10
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i „..-.-r- i \ -1
-0.5 0.5
Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE30) = 0.03925
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
Space Wave Radiation Pattern
Phi=0
-0.5 0.5
Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagElH) = 0.02647









Max E-Field Intensity (Vohs per meter) max ( MagE2H ) = 4.07737- 10
210
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE3H ) = 0.02647
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Total Power Radiated (Watts) power = 4 1 .980 1
2
Radiation Resistance (versus
Ra(Jrcs = 83 %025
Maximum Antenna Current)
(Ohms)
Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivKyP = 5.50819 DirectivityO = 5.50321
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP- power = 231.23457 DirectivityO- power = 231.02563
Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)







= 15.77981 = 15.765554i 4*
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Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane









Vertical Polarization Horizontal Polarization
.6
Pe = 1.08943 Pm = 2.26469-10
Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
Ang^f 78 -732 ' 7 ) Ang.eO^
89-85737
)6
\ 78.73217/ \ 89.85737/
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APPENDIX D:
VERTICAL LOG- PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY COMPUTER OUTPUT
This appendix contains computer hardcopies from the
Mathcad vertical log-periodic dipole array application which
show the input values and predicted radiation characteristics
for two sample calculations. The configuration is a given by
the inputs on the first two pages of each printout. The first
antenna is mounted above soil (e
r
=10 and cr=10"3 ) and the second
above seawater (e
r
=72 and a=4) . Reference 6 [p. 114] provides
the radiation patterns and gain predictions from several
sources for the configuration in the first example.
The radiation patterns and maximum directive gain
computed by the first Mathcad example are almost identical to
the those given in reference 6. The directivity prediction is
slightly higher for Mathcad, and the elevation of the maximum
directive gain is also slightly higher, but the overall
similarity between the predicted radiation characteristics is
still quite good. The seawater example also yields results
consistent with expectations. With respect to the soil
example, the seawater example's directivity is higher due to
a stronger reflected wave, and the surface wave is stronger at
grazing angles (0«9O°) due to higher conductivity.
214
VERTICAL LOG PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY
This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
vertical log periodic dipole arrays. The antenna is oriented such that the projection
of its center axis lies on the positive y-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. The
antenna axis can be oriented with respect to the vertical at any angle between zero
and ninety degrees. The feed is at the center of the shortest element directly above
the origin. The dipole elements are bisected by the antenna axis and are parallel to
the z-axis. Required inputs are the number of dipole elements, shortest and second
shortest element lengths, separation between the shortest and second shortest
elements, radius of the shortest element, height of the feed above the surface,
angle of the antenna axis with the vertical, characteristic admittance of the line
feeding the antenna, termination impedance of the antenna, transmitted frequency,
distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the surface
below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting radiation
patterns. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. All
radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electric field
intensity transmitted by the antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field
magnitudes to which the patterns are normalized are displayed below their
respective plots. Radiation patterns are plotted for the phi=0 and phi=pi/2 vertical
planes perpendicular and parallel to the y-axis respectively. A horizontal radiation
pattern is plotted at an elevation selected by the index from the elevation angle































fc ;= 18- 10'
o - 110-3
Input the Characteristic

















Input the angle between
the vertical (z axis) and
the antenna axis (degrees)
Input the elevation index
^ := 78 for which to calculate the w
horizontal radiation pattern
(from angle index table)
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NOTE: The Vertical Log-Periodic Dipole mutual impedance calculations are not
valid if there is an antenna element whose length is an exact integer multiple of the
wavelength. If this occurs, there will be a singularity error in the mutual impedance
calculations. If this problem arises, it will be necessary to vary the operating frequency
such that no element is exactly an integer multiple of the wavelength.
If the log-periodic calculations of element length and spacing do not represent the
desired antenna configuration, you can enter the values directly by selecting the
variables 1 and d, using the define key (shift, colon), and entering the lengths and

















































Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane
(Perpendicular to X -Axis)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE2P) = 0.00124
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE3P) = 0.05583
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane
(Perpendicular to Phi=pi/2 Plane)













Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElO) = 0.03221
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE20) = 7.64667- 10
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE30) = 0.0321
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
(Parallel to Ground)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElH) = 0.05438







Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagE2H ) = 1 .09861 • 10
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Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP = 13.63346 DirectivityO = 4.50794
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP- power = 467.56917 DirectivityO- power = 154.6031
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Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
( Xc)
2
- DirectivityP (k*) 2 - DirectivhyO
^-^ = 301.36553 -^ = 99.64739
An 4'ic
Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane














Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
13.71429
AngleP = 14.28571 AngleO
13.71429
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VERTICAL LOG PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY
Tliis application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
vertical log periodic dipole arrays. The antenna is oriented such that the projection
of its center axis lies on the positive y-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. The
antenna axis can be oriented with respect to the vertical at any angle between zero
and ninety degrees. The feed is at the center of the shortest element directly above
the origin. The dipole elements are bisected by the antenna axis and are parallel to
the z-axis. Required inputs are the number of dipole elements, shortest and second
shortest element lengths, separation between the shortest and second shortest
elements, radius of the shortest element, height of the feed above the surface,
angle of the antenna axis with the vertical, characteristic admittance of the line
feeding the antenna, termination impedance of the antenna, transmitted frequency,
distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the surface
below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting radiation
patterns. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed. Ail
radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electric field
intensity transmitted by the antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field
magnitudes to which the patterns are normalized are displayed below their
respective plots. Radiation patterns are plotted for the phi=0 and phi=pi/2 vertical
planes perpendicular and parallel to the y-axis respectively. A horizontal radiation
pattern is plotted at an elevation selected by the index from the elevation angle































U = 18- 10'
o = 4
Input the Characteristic

















Input the angle between
the vertical (z axis) and
the antenna axis (degrees)
Input the elevation index
^ : - 78 for which to calculate the w : _ 285
horizontal radiation pattern
(from angle index table)
NOTE: The Vertical Log-Periodic Dipole mutual impedance calculations are not
valid if there is an antenna element whose length is an exact integer multiple of the
wavelength. If this occurs, there will be a singularity error in the mutual impedance
calculations. If this problem arises, it will be necessary to vary the operating frequency
such that no element is exactly an integer multiple of the wavelength.
If the log-periodic calculations of element length and spacing do not represent the
desired antenna configuration, you can enter the values directly by selecting the
variables 1 and d, using the define key (shift, colon), and entering the lengths and

















































Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane
(Perpendicular to X -Axis)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagEl P ) = 0.10756
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2P) = 0.12392
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE3P) = 0.12392
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane
(Perpendicular to Phi=pi/2 Plane)
Space Wave Radiation Pattern (Phi=0)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagElO ) = 0.06687
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE20) = 0.07827
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Max E-Fieid Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE30 ) = 0.07827
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
(Parallel to Ground)





Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagEl H ) = 0.06821
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE2H ) = 4.93203- 10
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Combined Space and Surface Wave Radiation Pattern (Horizontal)
y3H.
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Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP = 23.15454 DirectivityO = 9.2377
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP- power = 2.30358- 10
3
DirectivityO- power = 919.030%
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Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)






-^ = 511.82763 -^-^ = 204.197934x 4'K
Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
Radres (\*) • DirectivityP
= 32.87188 2
480- n 2
Radres (\*) • DireclivityO
= 20.76291
480- * 2




Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)





HORIZONTAL LOG- PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY COMPUTER OUTPUT
This appendix contains computer hardcopies from the
Mathcad horizontal log -periodic dipole array application which
show the input values and predicted radiation characteristics
for two sample calculations. The configuration is a given by
the inputs on the first two pages of each printout. The first
antenna is mounted above soil (e
r
=4 and cr=10 3 ) and the second
above seawater (e
r
=72 and <7=4) . Reference 6 [p. 108] provides
the radiation patterns and gain predictions from several
sources for the configuration in the first example.
The radiation patterns and maximum directive gain
computed by the first Mathcad example are almost identical to
the those given in reference 6. The directivity prediction is
slightly higher for Mathcad, but the overall similarity among
the predicted radiation patterns is remarkably good. The
seawater example has results very much like the soil example.
For horizontal polarization, the higher conductivity surface
below the antenna does not result in a greatly enhanced
surface wave and increased directivity as it does for vertical
polarization.
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HORIZONTAL LOG PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY
This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
horizontal log periodic dipole arrays. The antenna is oriented such that the
projection of its center axis lies on the positive y-axis of a rectangular coordinate
system. The antenna axis can be oriented with respect to the vertical at any angle
between zero and ninety degrees. The feed is at the center of the shortest element
directly above the origin. The dipole elements are bisected by the antenna axis and
are parallel to the x-axis. Required inputs are the number of dipole elements,
shortest and second shortest element lengths, separation between the shortest and
second shortest elements, radius of the shortest element, height of the feed above
the surface, angle of the antenna axis with the vertical, characteristic admittance of
the line feeding the antenna, termination impedance of the antenna, transmitted
frequency, distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the
surface below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting
radiation patterns. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed .
All radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electric field
intensity transmitted by the antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field
magnitudes to which the patterns are normalized are displayed below (heir
respective plots. Radiation patterns are plotted for the phi=pi/2 and phi=0 vertical
planes parallel and perpendicular to the y-axis respectively. A horizontal radiation
pattern is plotted at an elevation selected by the index from the elevation angle
index table. Polarization is a varying combination of horizontal and vertical












d ft := 1.659








































Input the angle between
the vertical (z axis) and
the antenna axis (degrees)
¥ :- 90
Elevation index for which
to calculate horizontal pattern w
(from angle index table)
- 285
NOTE: The Horizontal Log-Periodic Dipole mutual impedance calculations are not
valid if there is an antenna element whose length is an exact integer multiple of (he
wavelength. If this occurs, there will be a singularity error in the mutual impedance
calculations. If this problem arises, it will be necessary to vary the operating frequency
such that no element is exactly an integer multiple of the wavelength.
If the log-periodic calculations of element length and spacing do not represent the
desired antenna configuration, you can enter the values directly by selecting the
variables 1 and d, using the define key (shift, colon), and entering the successive

















































Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane
(Perpendicular to X-Axis and Dipole Elements)
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Surface Wave Radiation Pattern (Phi=pi/2)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max ( MagE3P ) = 0.085 1
1
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane
(Perpendicular to Phi=pi/2 Plane)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagElO) = 0.03495
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE20 ) = 1.45261 • 10
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE30 ) = 0.03495
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
(Parallel to Ground)
Space Wave Radiation Pattern (Horizontal)
ylH,
1










Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElH) = 0.0676






Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2H) = 3.44012*10
242


















































power := powers + power0 Radres = 2 -power
MagE3P,|) 4xR 2 max(sqE3P)
sqE3P, :=
„ 77^; _/ DirectivityP =2(120*) power
( MagE30j|) 4*R2 max(sqE30)
sqE30, :=
„ 77^; _/ DirectivityO =2- (120-*) power





Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivhyP = 12.93749 DirectivityO = 2.18175
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Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP- power = 1.08657- 10
3
DirectivityO- power = 183.23657
Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
( \m) 2 - DirectivityP ( X-)
2
- DirectivityO
-^ = 643.45795 -^ = 108.51135
4-* 4*x
Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane









Vertical Polarization Horizontal Polarization
PeQ |
= 69.28584 iPmJ = 1.26447- 103
Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
/ 89.71429
AngleP = 31.42857 AngleO =
\ 89.7 1429
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HORIZONTAL LOG PERIODIC DIPOLE ARRAY
This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
horizontal log periodic dipole arrays. The antenna is oriented such that the
projection of its center axis lies on the positive y-axis of a rectangular coordinate
system. The antenna axis can be oriented with respect to the vertical at any angle
between zero and ninety degrees. The feed is at the center of the shortest element
directly above the origin. The dipole elements are bisected by the antenna axis and
are parallel to the x-axis. Required inputs are the number of dipole elements,
shortest and second shortest element lengths, separation between the shortest and
second shortest elements, radius of the shortest element, height of the feed above
the surface, angle of the antenna axis with the vertical, characteristic admittance of
the line feeding the antenna, termination impedance of the antenna, transmitted
frequency, distance from the antenna, the conductivity and dielectric constant of the
surface below the antenna. The planar earth model is assumed in predicting
radiation patterns. A sinusoidal current input with a maximum of unity is assumed .
All radiation patterns are normalized with respect to the maximum electric field
intensity transmitted by the antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field
magnitudes to which the patterns are normalized are displayed below their
respective plots. Radiation patterns are plotted for the phi=pi/2 and phi=0 vertical
planes parallel and perpendicular to the y-axis respectively. A horizontal radiation
pattern is plotted at an elevation selected by the index from the elevation angle
index table. Polarization is a varying combination of horizontal and vertical













Input the ground n = A
Conductivity
Input the Characteristic





= 12 element's Radius
(meters)
Input the length
ln := 7.219 of the second
shortest element
(meters)
Input the height of
d
ft
:= 1.659 the shortest element
above the surface
(meters)
r Input the Distance
















ADM TIMP := 300
246
Input the angle between
the vertical (z axis) and
the antenna axis (degrees)
* := 90
Elevation index for which
to calculate horizontal pattern w
(from angle index table)
:= 285
NOTE: The Horizontal Log-Periodic Dipole mutual impedance calculations are not
valid if there is an antenna element whose length is an exact integer multiple of (he
wavelength. If this occurs, there will be a singularity error in the mutual impedance
calculations. If this problem arises, it will be necessary to vary the operating frequency
such that no element is exactly an integer multiple of the wavelength.
If the log-periodic calculations of element length and spacing do not represent the
desired antenna configuration, you can enter the values directly by selecting the
variables 1 and d, using the define key (shift, colon), and entering the successive

















































Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane
(Perpendicular to X-Axis and Dipole Elements)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElP) = 0.13724
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE2P) = 3.19958- 10
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane
(Perpendicular to Phi=pi/2 Plane)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElO) = 0.05843
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE20) = 4.46943*10
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
(Parallel to Ground)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElH) = 0.09414
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2H) = 5.572%- 10"
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sin(OI JP-Y csc(^)(c05(O co$(H
1 - (sin(f)cos(O)
power = powerfl + powers Radres = 2 power




_/ DirectivityP :=2(120-x) power
(|MagE30j|) 4xR2 max(sqE30)
sqE30, =
„ 77^; _/ DirectivityO2(120x) power





Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP = 10.78579 DirectivityO = 1.95488
254
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP- power = 2.8251 • 10
3
DirectivityO power = 512.03765
Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
( \=) 2 - DirectivityP ( X*) 2 - DirectivityO
-^ = 536.4412 i-5i = 97.2;4* An
Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
(Radres fXs) • DirectivityP
^-^ = 54.60488 2
480- *2 y
Numerical Distances











Pm ft | = 2.2621 1 • 10
6
Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane





HORIZONTAL YAGI-UDA ARRAY COMPUTER OUTPUT
This appendix contains computer hardcopies from the
Mathcad horizontal Yagi-Uda array application which show the
input values and predicted radiation characteristics for two
sample calculations. The configuration is a given by the
inputs on the first three pages of each printout. The first
antenna is mounted above soil (e
r
=4 and d=10"3 ) and the second
above seawater (e
r
=72 and a=4) . Reference 6 [p. 107] provides
the radiation patterns and gain predictions from several
sources for the configuration in the first example.
The radiation patterns and maximum directive gain
computed by the first Mathcad example are almost identical to
the those given in reference 6. The directivity prediction is
slightly higher for Mathcad, but the overall similarity among
the predicted radiation patterns is very good. The seawater
example has results very much like the soil example. For
horizontal polarization, the higher conductivity surface below
the antenna does not result in a greatly enhanced surface wave




This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
horizontal Yagi-Uda arrays. The antenna is oriented such that the projection of its
center axis lies on the positive y-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. The feed
is at the center of a single driven element between a set number of longer parasitic
reflector elements and shorter parasitic director elements. Antenna elements are
bisected by the antenna axis and are parallel to the x-axis. The center of the first
reflector is directly above the origin at a set height on the z-axis. Required inputs
are the number of reflector and director elements, individual element lengths,
individual element radii, separation between adjacent elements, height of the feed
above the surface, transmitted frequency, distance from the antenna, conductivity
and dielectric constant of the surface below the antenna. The planar earth model is
assumed in predicting radiation patterns. A sinusoidal voltage with a one volt
maximum across the input terminals is assumed. All radiation patterns are
normalized with respect to the maximum electric field intensity transmitted by the
antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field magnitudes to which the patterns
are normalized are displayed below their respective plots. Radiation patterns are
plotted for the phi=pi/2 and phi=0 vertical planes parallel and perpendicular to the
y-axis respectively. A horizontal radiation pattern is plotted at an elevation
selected by the index from the elevation angle index table. Polarization is a
varying combination of horizontal and vertical depending on spatial orientation with
respect to the antenna.
NOTE: The Yagi-Uda mutual impedance calculations are not valid if there is an
antenna element whose length is an exact integer multiple of the wavelength. If
this occurs, there will be a singularity error in the mutual impedance calculations.
This should not be a problem since Yagi-Uda Antennas are designed to operate at
frequencies such that the driven element is approximately one-half-wavelength long,
the reflectors are slightly longer, and the directors are slightly shorter. If the problem
does arise, it will be necessary to vary the operating frequency such that no element
is exactly an integer multiple of the wavelength.
Input the number of Km
=
<
Input the number of vjj*
,_
«
reflector elements director elements
y > .. ( NR +- ND) :- .. ( NR + ND - 1 )
257
This entire page is alloted for these entries to allow for as many elements as necessary.
Input the lengths and radii of the Yagi
elements, starting with the outermost
reflector and proceeding inward to the
driven element. After entering the driven
element length and radius, enter those of
the director elements, starting with the
director next to the driven element and
proceeding outward to the final element.
I rad
Input the distances between
successiv elements in the same
order as the length and radius
inputs. There should be one less
entry in the separation distance












Input (he operating f5
•= 1010 Input the height of HQ = 7.5




Input the ground a - 110 Input the ground a := 4
Conductivity Dielectric Constant







n •= la - y-. r-
Input the index of the elevation ( r jq-6
)
angle for which to calculate the w = 285 i \ /
horizontal radiation pattern
(from the angle index table)
Complex Numerical Distance for Vertical Polarization








Complex Numerical Distance for Horizontal Polarization





(n 2.cos(^) - (In 2 - sinffl,) 2














Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane
(Perpendicular to X-Axis and Dipole Elements)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagElP) = 5.13224* 10"
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE2P) = 4.08957- 10"
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE3P) = 5.13132- 10
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane
(Perpendicular to Phi=pi/2 Plane)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE20 ) = 5.32341 • 10
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE30) = 1.35264- 10
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
(Parallel to Ground)




Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagElH) = 3.79643- 10"
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE2H ) = 2.73697- 10
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power := powers f power0 Radres := (
vREFkb)
2 • power
(|MagE3Pj|) 4*.R 2 max(sqE3P)
sqE3P, :=
^ ; t<w» _/ DireclivityP2( 120 tt) power
(|MagE30j|) 4* R2 max(sqE30)
sqE30j :=
^ , , ,„ _/ DirectivilyO2(120*) power





Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP = 14.84639 DirectivilyO = 1.03163
266
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP' power = 0.0395 DirectivilyO power = 0.00274
Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane









Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
JRadres- (k*) • DirectivityP
i-^ = 46.04814 2
480- r












Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane





This application calculates far field radiation patterns and parameters associated with
horizontal Yagi-Uda arrays. The antenna is oriented such that the projection of its
center axis lies on the positive y-axis of a rectangular coordinate system. The feed
is at the center of a single driven element between a set number of longer parasitic
reflector elements and shorter parasitic director elements. Antenna elements are
bisected by the antenna axis and are parallel to the x-axis. The center of the first
reflector is directly above the origin at a set height on the z-axis. Required inputs
are the number of reflector and director elements, individual element lengths,
individual element radii, separation between adjacent elements, height of the feed
above the surface, transmitted frequency, distance from the antenna, conductivity
and dielectric constant of the surface below the antenna. The planar earth model is
assumed in predicting radiation patterns. A sinusoidal voltage with a one volt
maximum across the input terminals is assumed. All radiation patterns are
normalized with respect to the maximum electric field intensity transmitted by the
antenna in the plane of interest. The electric field magnitudes to which the patterns
are normalized are displayed below their respective plots. Radiation patterns are
plotted for the phi=pi/2 and phi=0 vertical planes parallel and perpendicular to the
y-axis respectively. A horizontal radiation pattern is plotted at an elevation
selected by the index from the elevation angle index table. Polarization is a
varying combination of horizontal and vertical depending on spatial orientation with
respect to the antenna.
NOTE: The Yagi-Uda mutual impedance calculations are not valid if there is an
antenna element whose length is an exact integer multiple of the wavelength. If
this occurs, there will be a singularity error in the mutual impedance calculations.
This should not be a problem since Yagi-Uda Antennas are designed to operate at
frequencies such that the driven element is approximately one-half-wavelength long,
the reflectors are slightly longer, and the directors are slightly shorter. If the problem
does arise, it will be necessary to vary the operating frequency such that no element
is exactly an integer multiple of the wavelength.
Input the number of »»n
=
< Input the number of ».«
= j
reflector elements director elements
y = .. ( NR f ND
)
6 = .. ( NR > ND - 1
)
268
rhis entire page is ailoted for these entries to allow for as many elements as necessary.
Input the lengths and radii of the Yagi
elements, starting with the outermost
reflector and proceeding inward to the
driven element. After entering the driven
element length and radius, enter those of
the director elements, starting with the
director next to the driven element and
proceeding outward to the final element.
Input the distances between
successiv elements in the same
order as the length and radius
inputs. There should be one less
entry in the separation distance












Input Ihe operating f5 := 10- 10 Input (he height of Hq = 7.5
Frequency (Hertz) the array above the
surface (meters)
Input the ground o - A Input the ground er = 72
Conductivity Dielectric Constant
Input the Distance «





n '= £T - jy r-
Input the index of the elevation
( f • 10" ^
)
angle for which to calculate the w r 285 y \ I
horizontal radiation pattern
(from the angle index (able)
Complex Numerical Distance for Vertical Polarization
/ I \
2











Complex Numerical Distance for Horizontal Polarization
Pm : :=
-H(r + h .cos(^,))
[
rz ; 17
2\ sm ( e\) I
n
2
-cos(0,)) - ( Jn
2
- sin /




(n 2.cos(^)) + (Jn
2
- sin(^)











Radiation Patterns in Phi=Pi/2 Plane
(Perpendicular to X-Axis and Dipole Elements)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagElP) = 6.85595- 10"
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2P) = 2.16533- 10 10
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE3P) = 6.85595- 10
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Radiation Patterns in Phi=0 Plane
(Perpendicular to Phi=pi/2 Plane)
Space Wave Radiation Pattern (Phi=0)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagElO) = 2.32256' 10
Surface Wave Radiation Pattern (Phi=0)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE20) = 9.86965- 10
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagE30) = 2.32256* 10
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Radiation Patterns in Horizontal Plane
(Parallel to Ground)
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max( MagElH ) = 4.25018- 10
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Max E-Field Intensity (Volts per meter) max(MagE2H) = 3.10467-10
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power := powers + powers Radres
2 • power
^P, , (I^giP Dir,cUvHyP := ***—<*»>
2-( 120-x) power
(|MagE30,|) 2 4*R 2 max(sqE30)
sqE30j :=
^ 77^; _/ DircctivrtyO2(120*) power






Directivity (or Maximum Power Gain assuming 100% Antenna Efficiency)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DirectivityP = 14.63143 DirectivityO = 1.67913
277
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) (Watts)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
DireclivityP power = 0.07051 DirectivityO power = 0.00809
Maximum Effective Area (Along Radial of Directivity)
(square meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
( K*)
2
- DirectivHyP ~ ( K=)
2
DirectivityO




Maximum Effective Length (Along Radial of Directivity)
(meters)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
Radres- (Km) 2 - DirectivhyP Radres- (Km) 2 DirectivityO
i-=£ = 33.96559 2- ^-^ = 11.50637
480- * 2 J 480- a
2
Numerical Distances
Vertical Polarization Horizontal Polarization
|
Pen | = 0.04363 | Pmn | = 2.26206- 10
S
Elevation Angle of Directivity (Maximum Gain)
above the Horizon (Degrees)
Phi = pi/2 Plane Phi = Plane
/ 89.71429
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